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AGENDA 

 
 

4:00 p.m. Board Refreshments 
 
4:05 p.m. Call to Order; Introductions; Approval of Agenda .............................................................. Michael Liggett 
 
4:10 p.m. PUBLIC COMMENT 
 Note: If you choose to comment, please follow the “Guidelines for Public Comment” provided on the back of the agenda. 

 
4:13 p.m. STAFF BRIEF REPORT 

 Advance Care Planning Project (good news!) .............................................................................. Karen Spink  

 
4:20 p.m. DISCUSSION & ACTIONS 
 Policy 

 State Legislative Proposals ....................................................................................................... Alyson Williams 
o HB1136 – 1115 Waiver for Residential and Inpatient Treatment 
o HB1003 – Opioid Misuse, SBIRT, SBHC Funding, CE 
o SB040 – Harm Reduction Bill 
o SB132 – 1332 Waiver for Catastrophic Plans  
o Drug Price Transparency 
o Update on prior proposals 
o Questions/comments on bills on the Matrix? 

 

5:20 p.m. STAFF REPORT:  NATIONAL HEALTH POLICY AND ISSUES 

 Federal Policy 
o Federal Budget Passage: Implications .................................................................... Alyson Williams 

 

 National Issues Discussed at National Health Conferences 
o Key Considerations .................................................. Carol Plock (Karen Spink, Alyson Williams) 

 

5:35 p.m. PUBLIC COMMENT (2nd opportunity)   See Note above. 
 

5:40 p.m. ANNOUNCEMENTS 

 February 21, 4:00 pm – Joint Board Meeting with UCHealth-North/PVHS Board, at Redstone 
Building, 2315 E. Harmony Road, 2nd Floor Boardroom 

 February 27, 4:00 pm – Board of Directors Regular Meeting 
 

5:45 p.m. ADJOURN 



 MISSION 
 

The Mission of the Health District of Northern Larimer County is 

to enhance the health of our community. 
 
 

 
 
 District residents will live long and well. 

 VISION 

 Our community will excel in health assessment, access, promotion and policy development. 

• Our practice of assessment will enable individuals and organizations to make informed decisions regarding 

health practices. 

• All Health District residents will have timely access to basic health services. 

• Our community will embrace the promotion of responsible, healthy lifestyles, detection of treatable 

disease, and the prevention of injury, disability and early death. 

• Citizens and leaders will be engaged in the creation and implementation of ongoing systems and health 

policy development at local, state, and national levels. 

• Like-minded communities across the country will emulate our successes. 
 

 

 STRATEGY 
 

The Health District will take a leadership role to: 

 Provide exceptional health services that address unmet needs and opportunities in our community, 
 Systematically assess the health of our community, noting areas of highest priority for improvement, 

 Facilitate community-wide planning and implementation of comprehensive programs, 

 Educate the community and individuals about health issues, 

 Use Health District funds and resources to leverage other funds and resources for prioritized projects, and avoid 

unnecessary duplication of services, 

 Promote health policy and system improvements at the local, state and national level, 

 Continuously evaluate its programs and services for quality, value, and impact on the health of the community, 

 Share our approaches, strategies, and results, and 

 Oversee and maintain the agreements between Poudre Valley Health System, University of Colorado Health 

and the Health District on behalf of the community. 

 
 

 
 

 Dignity and respect for all people

 VALUES 

 Emphasis on innovation, prevention and education 

 Shared responsibility and focused collaborative action to improve health 
 Information-driven and evidence-based decision making 

 Fiscal responsibility/stewardship 

 An informed community makes better decisions concerning health 
 

 
 

GUIDELINES FOR PUBLIC COMMENT 
 

The Health District of Northern Larimer County Board welcomes and invites comments from the public. 

If you choose to make comments about any agenda item or about any other topic not on the agenda, 

please use the following guidelines. 
 

• Before you begin your comments please: Identify yourself – spell your name – state your 

address. Tell us whether you are addressing an agenda item, or another topic. 

• Limit your comments to five (5) minutes.   
 

Revised 1/26/2016 



Date:  February 9, 2018 
 
Staff: Alyson Williams 

 

POLICY ANALYSIS 
PREPARED FOR THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

 

 

HB18-1136 SUBSTANCE USE DISORDER TREATMENT:  
Concerning treatment for individuals with substance use disorders, and adding residential and 

inpatient treatment to the Colorado medical assistance program 
 

Details 

  
Bill Sponsors:  House – Pettersen (D), Buck (R), Kennedy (D), Singer (D)  
   Senate – Priola (R) and Jahn (I), Aguilar (D), Lambert (R), Tate (R) 
Committee:  House Committee on Public Health Care & Human Services 
Bill History:     1/23/2018-Introduced in House-Assigned to Public Health Care & Human Services 
Next Action:  2/27/2018-Hearing in House Committee on Public Health Care & Human Services 

 
Bill Summary 

This bill concerns treatment for substance use disorder through Colorado’s Medicaid program - Health First 
Colorado.  The bill adds residential and inpatient substance use disorder treatment as an optional service.  
For this addition to occur, a Section 1115 waiver must be sought from the federal government to be able to 
receive federal matching funds.  The bill mandates that the state seek approval for this additional optional 
service by October 1, 2018.  If the waiver is approved, the bill dictates that the state reprioritize marijuana 
tax cash fund money to assist in substance use disorder treatment to people who are not otherwise covered 
by public or private insurance. 

 
Background 

Current Treatment in Colorado 
Currently Colorado’s Medicaid benefits only cover early intervention, outpatient treatment, partial 
hospitalization services, and medically managed intensive inpatient services.1  There is currently a significant 
gap in the American Society of Addiction Medicine (ASAM) recommended continuum of care because the 
medical assistance program does not cover the intermediate residential and inpatient steps on the 
treatment continuum.  The Colorado Health Institute’s (CHI) report for the Colorado Department of Health 
Care Policy and Financing (HCPF) detailed many aspects about the landscape of residential and inpatient 
treatment for substance use disorders within the state.2  Approximately 67,000 Coloradans needed 
treatment for a substance use disorder but did not receive it, with the rates being higher among Medicaid 
recipients than privately insured individuals.2   
 

IMD Exclusion 
Since the inception of Medicaid in 1965 there has been a statutory prohibition at the federal level of using 
federal Medicaid dollars for residential mental health or substance use disorder treatment in facilities known 
as institutions for mental diseases (IMD). 2   IMDs are defined as facilities that have more than 16 beds, is a 
licensed psychiatric facility, maintained for the care of people with mental disorders, and more than 50 
percent of its patients are admitted with a mental disorder diagnosis. 2   Since substance use disorders are 
classified as a mental disorder in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, facilities that 
provide inpatient and residential treatment fall under the IMD exclusion. 

                                                           
1 This is medical detox coverage with severe/acute medical needs that may arise from substance use disorders. 
2 Colorado Health Institute (2017). Exploring Options for Residential and Inpatient Treatment of Substance Use Disorder in Health First Colorado. 
Retrieved from https://www.colorado.gov/pacific/sites/default/files/HCPF%202017%20Inpatient%20SUD%20Treatment%20Report.pdf  . Accessed 
on Dec 6, 2017 

https://www.colorado.gov/pacific/sites/default/files/HCPF%202017%20Inpatient%20SUD%20Treatment%20Report.pdf
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Section 1115 Waivers 
Section 1115 of the Social Security Act allows states to apply for demonstration project waivers that further 
the goals and intentions of Medicaid while providing more flexibility to states. These demonstration projects 
are aimed to either build upon existing or novel approaches that promote the objectives of Medicaid.  The 
important aspect of these propositions is that they must be budget neutral.3  To be budget neutral in these 
demonstrations the expectation is that expenditures by the federal government will not exceed it would 
have spent without the demonstration.3 

 
Other States & IMD Exclusion Waivers 

Eight states have been approved to allow the waiving of the IMD payment exclusion for substance use 
disorder treatment (California, Kentucky, Massachusetts, Maryland, New Jersey, Utah, Virginia, and West 
Virginia).4  Nine states (Arizona, Illinois, Indiana, Kansas, Massachusetts, Michigan, North Carolina, New 
Mexico, and Wisconsin) have pending waiver applications.4 California was the first approval and started 
providing these services in summer 2016; therefore, data about the utilization, cost, and other factors about 
the coverage have yet to be evaluated and published.  The actual costs of this benefit will vary depending on 
the exact terms of the benefit, such as: provider rates, prior authorization process, and allowable days in 
treatment. 
 

This Legislation 

This bill adds residential and inpatient substance use disorder treatment to the optional services covered by 
Colorado’s Medicaid program.  The treatment is mandated to be nationally recognized and evidence-based 
and serve those with substance use disorders and those individuals with co-occurring mental health 
disorders.  The bill mandates that HCPF submit a Section 1115 waiver by October 1, 2018.5  Finally, the bill 
mandates that if the waiver application is successful, managed service organizations are to reprioritize funds 
received from the marijuana tax cash fund to assist in providing treatment to those with substance use 
disorders that are not covered by public or private insurance. 

 
Reasons to Support 

The 2017 report to the Colorado General Assembly by CHI on options for residential and inpatient treatment 
concluded that the state could benefit by providing coverage in the Medicaid program.2   Furthermore, the 
report cites the support of stakeholders (providers, consumer advocates, and agency staff) throughout the 
state to assist in developing the application for the Section 1115 waiver.  There is both a need and the 
support to develop a waiver to allow for Medicaid to provide residential and inpatient treatment as an 
optional service in the program. 
 

Supporters 

 Colorado Association of Local Public 
Health Officials 

 Colorado Behavioral Healthcare Council 

 Colorado Consumer Health Initiative 

 Colorado Fraternal Order of Police 

 Colorado Hospital Association 

 Mental Health Colorado 

 

                                                           
3 U.S. Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (n.d.). About Section 1115 Demonstrations. Retrieved from 
https://www.medicaid.gov/medicaid/section-1115-demo/about-1115/index.html.  
4 Kaiser Family Foundation (Feb. 1, 2018). Section 1115 Medicaid Demonstration Waivers: The Current Landscape of Approved and Pending Waivers. 
Retrieved from https://www.kff.org/medicaid/issue-brief/section-1115-medicaid-demonstration-waivers-the-current-landscape-of-approved-and-
pending-waivers/.  
5 In the bill’s fiscal note (dated 1/24/2018), Legislative Council Staff notes that the timeline dictated by the bill would not be workable.  For the 
purposes of the fiscal note the assumption was made that HCPF would apply for the waiver by February 1, 2019. 

https://www.medicaid.gov/medicaid/section-1115-demo/about-1115/index.html
https://www.kff.org/medicaid/issue-brief/section-1115-medicaid-demonstration-waivers-the-current-landscape-of-approved-and-pending-waivers/
https://www.kff.org/medicaid/issue-brief/section-1115-medicaid-demonstration-waivers-the-current-landscape-of-approved-and-pending-waivers/
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Reasons to Oppose 

The current text may not allow enough time for HCPF to appropriately apply for a Section 1115 waiver; both 
the CHI report and the fiscal note by Legislative Council staff cite longer timelines. 
 
This waiver process would require additional expenditures by HCPF in FY2018-19 and FY2019-20 for the 
federal authorization process and planning the benefit.  For those two years, the outlays are estimated at 
more than $975,000.6  Although the federal government has signaled that it will approve waivers such as this 
and has approved eight waivers in a relatively short period of time, there is no guarantee that Colorado’s 
waiver request would be approved.  Therefore, some may assert that expending these resources for 
something that is not guaranteed would be foolish in a time where other priorities could be funded with the 
money. 
 

Opponents 

 Any opposition has not been made publicly available at this time. 
 

About this Analysis 

This analysis was prepared by Health District of Northern Larimer County staff to assist the Health District Board of 
Directors in determining whether to take an official stand on various health-related issues. The Health District is a 
special district of the northern two-thirds of Larimer County, Colorado, supported by local property tax dollars and 
governed by a publicly elected five-member board. The Health District provides medical, mental health, dental, 
preventive and health planning services to the communities it serves. For more information about this summary or the 
Health District, please contact Alyson Williams, Policy Coordinator, at (970) 224-5209, or e-mail at 
awilliams@healthdistrict.org.  

 
 

                                                           
6 Legislative Council Staff (Jan 24, 2018). Fiscal Note for HB18-1136. Retrieved from 
http://leg.colorado.gov/sites/default/files/documents/2018A/bills/fn/2018a_hb1136_00.pdf.  

mailto:awilliams@healthdistrict.org
http://leg.colorado.gov/sites/default/files/documents/2018A/bills/fn/2018a_hb1136_00.pdf
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PREPARED FOR THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

 

 

HB18-1003 OPIOID MISUSE PREVENTION:  
Concerning Measures to Prevent Opioid Misuse in Colorado 

 
Details 

  
Bill Sponsors:  House – Pettersen (D), Buck (R), Kennedy (D), Singer(D) 

Senate – Priola (R) and Jahn (D), Aguilar (D), Lambert (R), Tate (R) 
Committee:  House Committee on Public Health Care & Human Services  
Bill History:     1/10/2018-Introduced in House-Assigned to Public Health Care & Human Services 
Next Action:  Hearing in House Committee on Public Health Care & Human Services    

 
Bill Summary 

This bill does many things: 

 Directs the Opioid and Other Substance Use Disorders Interim Study Committee to operate until July 
2020.  Education, intervention and prevention services for substance use disorders are added into 
the existing grant criteria for school-based health centers (SBHC) and it appropriates funds to the 
Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment (CDPHE) to implement grants for these 
criteria.  The bill creates a competitive grant program, administered by the Department of Health 
Care Policy and Financing (HCPF), with dictated requirements for the grantee, to operate a substance 
abuse process: screening, brief intervention, and referral to treatment (SBIRT).   

 The bill directs HCPF to develop and implement an online interactive education module regarding 
alcohol use during pregnancy and to employ one full-time employee to provide in-person training 
about alcohol consumption during pregnancy in clinics that provide care to women of childbearing 
age.   

 Finally, the Center for Research into Substance Use Disorder Prevention, Treatment, and Recovery 
Support Strategies (the Center) at the University of Colorado, Health Sciences Center is directed to 
develop continuing education activities for pain medication prescribers to help them safely and 
effectively manage patient pain and appropriately prescribe opioids or medication-assisted 
treatment (MAT).  Furthermore, the Center must develop education and training for law 
enforcement, first-responders, and those at-risk for overdose about using opioid antagonists. 

 
Background 

School-Based Health Center Grants 
Poudre School District currently has one SBHC, the Health and Wellness Center at Centennial High School.1 
The clinic has been open since 1993 and provides medical, dental, and behavioral health.  Rocky Mountain 
Youth Clinics administers the medical and behavioral health operations and Project Smile collaborates to 
provide dental care. 
 
The 2015 Healthy Kids Colorado Survey delineates some behaviors relating to substance use of high school 
students in the state and in Larimer County.2  In Larimer County, 16.7 percent of students reported binge 
drinking 5 or more drinks in a row in the past 30 days, similar to the state average of 16.6 percent.  Fewer 

                                                           
1 Colorado Association of School-Based Health Care (2017). Colorado School-Based Health Centers. Retrieved from https://www.casbhc.org/directory.  
2 Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment (2017). 2015 Healthy Kids Colorado Survey: Regional Snapshot-Larimer County. Retrieved 

from https://www.colorado.gov/pacific/sites/default/files/PF_Youth_HKCS-Snapshot-region-2.pdf.  

https://www.casbhc.org/directory
https://www.colorado.gov/pacific/sites/default/files/PF_Youth_HKCS-Snapshot-region-2.pdf
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Larimer County students, 17.6 percent, reported using marijuana in the past 30 days than the Colorado 
average of 21.2 percent. 
 
SBHCs can identify at-risk students, intervene in these behaviors, and act to prevent the development of 
substance dependence and abuse.  Their unique location within the school allows for ease of access to both 
mental and physical health care providers by students.  The School-Based Health Alliance has promulgated 
adolescent-specific SBIRT as a model to prevent substance use by school-age children.3  The Office of 
Behavioral Health (OBH), has allocated a portion of its substance abuse federal block grant for SBIRT services 
through SBHCs for the next four years.4 
 

SBIRT Grants 
The SBIRT approach consists of three components: screening, brief intervention, and referral to treatment.  
In this process the provider screens the patient to determine the severity of the substance use and 
appropriate level of treatment, a brief intervention to assess the patient’s insight into their substance use as 
well as their motivation for behavior change, and ends with referral to treatment for those patients that 
have been identified as needing more attentive care.5  Colorado received funding from the federal 
government through the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration for ten years, from 
2006-2016, with the intent of integrating SBIRT into the routine delivery of health care.6   
 

Substance Use and Pregnancy Education 
Data from Colorado’s Pregnancy Risk Assessment Monitoring System documents the use of alcohol during 
pregnancy as well as healthcare worker and patient interactions about the subject during prenatal care.7  In 
2015, 12 percent of pregnant women reported consuming alcohol during the last 3 months of their 
pregnancy.  Only 71.9 percent of respondents said that their healthcare worker talked about alcohol 
consumption during their prenatal care. 
 

Continuing Education (CE) 
There are many different types of providers that can prescribe opioids; all must complete continuing 
education to be certified by their respective accreditation boards and/or to receive licensure from the state.  
Currently there are a variety of venues where these providers can receive training on effective pain 
management and appropriate opioid prescribing practices. 
 
At the state level, different boards govern the licensure of providers that may be registered with the Drug 
Enforcement Administration (DEA) to prescribe opioids.  Dentists must complete 30 hours of CE every two 
years, which is enforced through audit by the Colorado Dental Board.8  Advanced practice nurses (APNs) may 
be required by the Colorado Board of Nursing to demonstrate their continued competency by meeting the 
requirements to be certified by certifying body or petitioning the board with an alternative method.9  The 

                                                           
3 School-Based Health Alliance. SBIRT in SBHCs: A Model for Adolescent Substance Use Prevention.  Retrieved from http://www.sbh4all.org/wp-

content/uploads/2015/07/SBIRT-in-SBHCs-A-Model-for-Adolescent-Substance-Use-Prevention.pdf.  
4 Colorado Department of Human Services (Sept. 2017). Office of Behavioral Health announces collaborative project to serve adolescents. Retrieved 

from https://www.colorado.gov/pacific/cdhs/article/office-behavioral-health-announces-collaborative-project-serve-adolescents.  
5 Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (2017). About SBIRT. Retrieved from https://www.samhsa.gov/sbirt/about.   
6 SBIRT Colorado (n.d.). Why SBIRT?. Retrieved from https://www.integration.samhsa.gov/clinical-practice/SBIRT_Colorado_WhySBIRT.pdf.  Accessed 

on Jan. 29, 2018.  
7 Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment. CO Health and Environmental Data. Retrieved from 

https://www.cohealthdata.dphe.state.co.us/ . Accessed on Nov 29, 2017. 
8 3 CCR § 709-1 
9 3 CCR § 716-1; These certifying bodies can include: American Academy of Nurse Practitioners Certification Program, American Association of Critical 

Care Nurses, American Nurses Credentialing Center, Pediatric Nursing Certification Board, and/or the National Certification Corporation for the 
Obstetric, Gynecologic and Neonatal Nursing Specialties. 

http://www.sbh4all.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/07/SBIRT-in-SBHCs-A-Model-for-Adolescent-Substance-Use-Prevention.pdf
http://www.sbh4all.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/07/SBIRT-in-SBHCs-A-Model-for-Adolescent-Substance-Use-Prevention.pdf
https://www.colorado.gov/pacific/cdhs/article/office-behavioral-health-announces-collaborative-project-serve-adolescents
https://www.samhsa.gov/sbirt/about
https://www.integration.samhsa.gov/clinical-practice/SBIRT_Colorado_WhySBIRT.pdf
https://www.cohealthdata.dphe.state.co.us/
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Continued Competency Rule of the Colorado Board of Medicine requires that an applicant for a medical 
license must be able to demonstrate competency if they have not engaged in an active practice for two or 
more years.10  The Board of Medicine also governs the licensure of physician assistants (PAs), and requires 
PAs to submit proof they have been in an active practice for the two years prior to the request or to prove 
certification by the National Commission on Certification of Physician Assistants (NCCPA) and completion of 
100 hours of CE within the past year.11 
 
National certification groups have their own requirements for CE to maintain professional certification.  The 
NCCPA, the only certification board for the profession, requires that all certified PAs log a total of 100 CE 
hours every 2 years.12 There are many different certification boards that doctors can become certified under, 
an example is the American Board of Family Medicine (ABFM).  As a component of their continuing 
certification, the ABFM requires 150 hours of CE to be completed every 3 years.13  Both the NCCPA and 
ABFM have certain stipulations as to what types of activities constitute CE, which do not dictate content of 
education but rather the format of activities.  One certifying board for APNs is the American Academy of 
Nurse Practitioners Certification Board.  This board allows for certification renewal every five years in two 
manners.  The individual can recertify using clinical practice hours of CE or by examination.  If the candidate 
for renewal elects the first option, they must complete 100 hours of CE, with at least 25 of the hours being 
focused on pharmacology CE.14 
 
More than 100,000 Colorado physicians have participated in training and/or education on topics such as 
opioid misuse, prescribing practices, substance use treatment and other related issues.15  The Colorado 
School of Public Health and the Colorado Consortium for Prescription Drug Abuse Prevention have previously 
partnered to develop and implement three online CE modules on the topic of prescribing practices for 
physicians, dentists, and veterinarians.16  The Provider Education Work Group of the Consortium has created 
live CE for prescribers on topics ranging from safe prescribing to MAT in primary care; these events have 
been delivered seven times to more than 300 providers.17  COPIC, a company that provides medical liability 
insurance to health professionals, allows insured providers to earn points to decrease their premium by 
attending their in-person and online education seminars, which include programs on opioid prescribing and 
pain management.18   
 

Opioid Antagonist Education/Training 
Naloxone are commonly used opioid antagonists utilized to reverse an opioid overdose in order to save a 
person’s life.  There are three methods to administer one of these drugs: injectable, auto-injectable, and 

                                                           
10 3 CCR § 713-22 
11 3 CCR § 713-29 
12 National Commission on Certification of Physician Assistants (n.d.). About CME Requirements. Retrieved from 

https://www.nccpa.net/continuingmedicaleducation. Accessed on Jan 17, 2018.  
13 American Board of Family Medicine (n.d.). Self-Assessment and Lifelong Learning. Retrieved from 

https://www.theabfm.org/moc/selfassessment.aspx.   
14 American Acadmey of Nurse Practitioners Certification Board (Aug 2017). NP Recertification: Certificant Handbook. Retrieved from 

https://www.aanpcert.org/resource/documents/Recertification%20Handbook.pdf.  
15 Colorado Medical Society. (Sept. 2017). Colorado leads opioid prevention. Retrieved from http://www.cms.org/communications/colorado-leads-

opioid-prevention.   
16Colorado School of Public Health, Center for Health, Work & Environment (n.d.). Preventing Prescription Drug Abuse. Retrieved from 

http://www.ucdenver.edu/academics/colleges/PublicHealth/research/centers/CHWE/training/Online/Pages/RxAbuse.aspx.   
17 Valuck, R. (July 10 2017). Presentation to the Colorado General Assembly Opioid and Other Substance Use Disorders Interim Study Committee 

[PowerPoint slides]. Retrieved from http://leg.colorado.gov/sites/default/files/colorado_consortium_presentation_for_interim_study_committee_-
_july_10_2017.pdf  
18 COPIC (2017). COPIC Education Catalog. Retrieved from https://www.callcopic.com/resources/Documents/FINAL_CourseCatalog_04-17.pdf.  

https://www.nccpa.net/continuingmedicaleducation
https://www.theabfm.org/moc/selfassessment.aspx
https://www.aanpcert.org/resource/documents/Recertification%20Handbook.pdf
http://www.cms.org/communications/colorado-leads-opioid-prevention
http://www.cms.org/communications/colorado-leads-opioid-prevention
http://www.ucdenver.edu/academics/colleges/PublicHealth/research/centers/CHWE/training/Online/Pages/RxAbuse.aspx
http://leg.colorado.gov/sites/default/files/colorado_consortium_presentation_for_interim_study_committee_-_july_10_2017.pdf
http://leg.colorado.gov/sites/default/files/colorado_consortium_presentation_for_interim_study_committee_-_july_10_2017.pdf
https://www.callcopic.com/resources/Documents/FINAL_CourseCatalog_04-17.pdf
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nasal spray.  The auto-injectable and nasal spray can be used by the lay public.  As of summer 2017, 400 
Colorado pharmacies stock and 140 law enforcement departments carry naloxone.19 
 
In 2016, the Colorado Office of the Attorney General provided funding to make a purchase of 2,500 dual-
dose naloxone kits and provide 6 regional trainings.20  Some communities with syringe access and harm 
reduction programs also provide training or education on opioid antagonists.  The Works Program in Boulder 
County is a harm reduction program that also provides naloxone training to individuals at-risk for an opioid 
overdose and community members who are likely to be in the presence of someone who might overdose.  
Colorado’s largest organization that works with individuals who inject drugs, the Harm Reduction Action 
Center has trained over 1,100 of their clients on the use of naloxone from 2012 to 2016.21 
 
A project of the Mental Health and Substance Use Alliance of Larimer County (managed by the Health 
District of Northern Larimer County’s Community Impact Team) aims to unify, support, and increase local 
efforts to make naloxone available to those in Larimer and Weld Counties who may be in a position to 
reverse an opioid overdose. The project began with an initial scan of naloxone distribution and educational 
activities in the community as related to the Colorado Consortium for Prescription Drug Abuse Preventions’ 
Naloxone Work Group’s sector-specific goals.  The team has been contacting all pharmacies in Larimer 
County to determine whether they currently implement standing orders for naloxone, and if not, whether 
they would be willing to do so.  The next step will be to contact health and human services agencies to 
encourage them to have naloxone on-site and know how to use it appropriately.  Furthermore, the project is 
formulating a plan for outreach to the general public and to increase awareness. 
 

This Legislation 

This bill would extend the committee until July 2020 with five representatives and five senators to continue 
to study substance use issues in Colorado and identify possible legislative options to provide solutions.  The 
committee would continue to investigate topics such as: coverage, MAT, treatment, prescription drug 
monitoring program, and gaps of resources in Colorado. 
 
In addition to adding language regarding services for substance use education, prevention, and intervention 
into the current school-based health center grant program, the bill would appropriate $750,000 from the 
Marijuana Cash Fund expressly for those activities.   
 
The SBIRT competitive grant program is intended for one or more organizations to operate SBIRT in 
Colorado.  The grant program must include: statewide health professional training, consultation and 
technical assistance for stakeholders, outreach and education for providers and patients, coordination 
between types of care, and a public awareness campaign to increase knowledge about the risks of substance 
use and reducing stigma associated with substance use treatment.  This program will provide a total of 
$500,000 to the grantee(s).  
 

                                                           
19 Colorado Office of Behavioral Health, prepared by Colorado Health Institute (July 28, 2018). Needs Assessment for the SAMHSA State Targeted 

Response to the Opioid Crisis Grant. Retrieved from https://coag.gov/sites/default/files/contentuploads/oce/Substance_Abuse_SA/SATF-
reports/11th_annual_substance_abuse_task_force_report_2016_final_2.pdf 
20 Colorado Substance Abuse Trend and Response Task Force (Jan 2017). Eleventh Annual Report. Retrieved from 

https://coag.gov/sites/default/files/contentuploads/oce/Substance_Abuse_SA/SATF-
reports/11th_annual_substance_abuse_task_force_report_2016_final_2.pdf  
21 Colorado Office of Behavioral Health, prepared by Colorado Health Institute (July 28, 2018). Needs Assessment for the SAMHSA State Targeted 

Response to the Opioid Crisis Grant. Retrieved from https://coag.gov/sites/default/files/contentuploads/oce/Substance_Abuse_SA/SATF-
reports/11th_annual_substance_abuse_task_force_report_2016_final_2.pdf  

https://coag.gov/sites/default/files/contentuploads/oce/Substance_Abuse_SA/SATF-reports/11th_annual_substance_abuse_task_force_report_2016_final_2.pdf
https://coag.gov/sites/default/files/contentuploads/oce/Substance_Abuse_SA/SATF-reports/11th_annual_substance_abuse_task_force_report_2016_final_2.pdf
https://coag.gov/sites/default/files/contentuploads/oce/Substance_Abuse_SA/SATF-reports/11th_annual_substance_abuse_task_force_report_2016_final_2.pdf
https://coag.gov/sites/default/files/contentuploads/oce/Substance_Abuse_SA/SATF-reports/11th_annual_substance_abuse_task_force_report_2016_final_2.pdf
https://coag.gov/sites/default/files/contentuploads/oce/Substance_Abuse_SA/SATF-reports/11th_annual_substance_abuse_task_force_report_2016_final_2.pdf
https://coag.gov/sites/default/files/contentuploads/oce/Substance_Abuse_SA/SATF-reports/11th_annual_substance_abuse_task_force_report_2016_final_2.pdf
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HCPF will be appropriated $150,000 to develop an online interactive education module and create a position 
to provide in-person training regarding alcohol-use during pregnancy.   
 
For the Center to develop and implement the education and training activities for health professionals and 
the use of opioid antagonists, the bill appropriates $750,000 from the Marijuana Cash Fund.  For providers 
the CE activities should address appropriate pain management, opioid prescribing, and prescribing of MAT.  
The education and training regarding the use of opioid antagonists would apply to law enforcement, first 
responders, and those individuals at-risk of overdose. 

 
Reasons to Support 

The grant funding for SBHCs would allow the centers to implement new programs or expand existing ones.  
Providing more options for substance use education, prevention, and intervention in SBHCs could stem the 
misuse of opioids and other substances in teenagers and young adults.  Additionally, it could help address 
the stigma surrounding substance use disorders.   
 
Furthermore, the additional funding for SBIRT grants would allow for programs that had benefitted from the 
federal funds that ended in 2016 to continue their efforts to integrate SBIRT into routine care.  Continuing to 
fund and expand the implementation of this evidence-based program could continue to identify those at-risk 
of or those who already have a substance use disorder.  Also, SBIRT has codes for reimbursement in private 
and public insurance coverage, making it easier for implementation in primary care settings in Colorado. 
 
A 2015 study of a New Mexico mandate measured pre- and post-CE knowledge and perceived knowledge of 
prescribers in combination with quantitative data demonstrating significant shifts in prescribing patterns.22  
The study demonstrated, both qualitatively and quantitatively, that the CE has had a positive impact on 
prescribers’ knowledge, competency and prescribing patterns. 
 

Supporters 

 AARP 

 AspenPointe 

 Beacon Value Options 

 Center for Health Progress 

 Colorado Association of Local Public 
Health Officials 

 Colorado Children’s Campaign 

 Colorado Community Health Network 

 Colorado Consumer Health Initiative 

 Colorado Fraternal Order of Police 

 Colorado Hospital Association 

 Colorado Medical Society 

 Colorado Municipal League 

 Colorado Providers Association 

 Kaiser Foundation Health Plan 

 League of Women Voters 
 

Reasons to Oppose 

There are already CE opportunities available to providers with prescribing authority in regards to opioid 
misuse, MAT, and prescribing.  Furthermore, national certifying boards for physicians, PAs and APNs require 
certain proportions of types of CE.  Appropriating these funds to the Center may be duplicative of CE already 
being conducted within the state.  However, it is hard to determine whether existing CE is adequate to reach 
all prescribing providers. 
 
Although more than 400 pharmacies stock naloxone, there are still large geographical areas where no 
pharmacy has a stock of naloxone.  With opioid antagonist training and education occurring at the local level, 

                                                           
22 Frank, L. (Jan. 7 2015). Education program successful in reducing opioid abuse, UNM study shows. UNM HSC Newsbeat. Retrieved from  

http://hscnews.unm.edu/news/education-program-successful-in-reducing-opioid-abuse010715  

http://hscnews.unm.edu/news/education-program-successful-in-reducing-opioid-abuse010715
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some may assert that the funds to be appropriated with this legislation would be better suited for 
purchasing these drugs and having a greater supply. 

 
Opponents 

 Any opposition has not been made publicly available at this time. 
 

About this Analysis 

This analysis was prepared by Health District of Northern Larimer County staff to assist the Health District Board of 
Directors in determining whether to take an official stand on various health-related issues. The Health District is a 
special district of the northern two-thirds of Larimer County, Colorado, supported by local property tax dollars and 
governed by a publicly elected five-member board. The Health District provides medical, mental health, dental, 
preventive and health planning services to the communities it serves. For more information about this summary or the 
Health District, please contact Alyson Williams, Policy Coordinator, at (970) 224-5209, or e-mail at 
awilliams@healthdistrict.org. 

mailto:awilliams@healthdistrict.org
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SB18-040 SUBSTANCE USE DISORDER HARM REDUCTION:  
Concerning Measures to Address the Opioid Crisis in Colorado 

 
Details 

  
Bill Sponsors:  Senate – Lambert (R) and Jahn (D), Aguilar (D), Moreno (D), Priola (R), Tate (R)  
   House – Singer (D), Kennedy (D), Pettersen (D) 
Committee:  Senate Committee on State, Veterans, & Military Affairs 
Bill History:     1/10/2018-Introduced in Senate-Assigned to State, Veterans, & Military Affairs 
Next Action:  2/14/2018-Hearing in Senate Committee on State, Veterans, & Military Affairs  

 
Bill Summary 

This bill allows hospitals to operate clean syringe exchange programs and provides civil immunity for an 
individual that provides a clean syringe at such a site.  It also creates a pilot program for a supervised 
injection facility in the City and County of Denver and establishes civil and criminal immunity for the 
employees, volunteers, and participants.  The bill allows for school districts and nonpublic school entities to 
develop a policy regarding obtaining a supply of opioid antagonists, which must require education and 
training for school staff to use the opioid antagonist.  Immunity from civil damages and criminal penalties is 
provided for employees acting in accordance with the adopted policy.  The bill directs the Commission on 
Criminal and Juvenile Justice to study penalties related to opioids including their efficacy and impact on 
those seeking treatment. 
 

Background 

Syringe Access Program  
The Heroin Response Work Group from the Colorado Consortium for Prescription Drug Abuse Prevention 
released a report in April 2017 that detailed the effect of injection drug use (IDU) on Colorado.1  IDU is 
associated with acquiring blood borne pathogens like HIV, Hepatitis C, and Hepatitis B through sharing of 
needles and other equipment.  New cases of Hepatitis C in Colorado have increased 80 percent between 
2011 and 2015.  Although the data cannot directly attribute the increase to IDU, it is the most common 
method for infection.   
 
The Northern Colorado AIDS Project, a part of the Colorado Health Network, in Fort Collins, houses the only 
syringe access program in the region.  Colorado law currently allows local jurisdictions to approve operations 
of syringe exchange programs.2 
 

Supervised Injection Facility (SIF) 
Supervised injection facilities are settings where people can inject pre-obtained drugs under clinical 
supervision and get access to health care, mental health, and referrals to appropriate community services or 
treatment.  The Harm Reduction Coalition gathered information from stakeholders that operate in other 
countries about supervised injection facilities in order to inform American policymakers on the issue.3  The 

                                                           
1 Heroin Response Work Group, Colorado Consortium for Prescription Drug Abuse Prevention (Apr 2017). Heroin in Colorado: Preliminary Assessment. 
Retrieved from http://leg.colorado.gov/sites/default/files/heroin_in_colorado_final_4.13.17.pdf .  Accessed on Dec 6, 2017. 
2 C.R. S. §25-1-520 
3 Harm Reduction Coalition (2016). Report on Supervised Injection Facilities. Retrieved from http://harmreduction.org/blog/sif-report/ . Accessed on 
Dec 6, 2017. 

http://leg.colorado.gov/sites/default/files/heroin_in_colorado_final_4.13.17.pdf
http://harmreduction.org/blog/sif-report/
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stakeholders emphasized that participants in the program gain access to other medical and social services as 
well as access to drug treatment.  Currently, no sanctioned SIF is operating in the United States; however, 
many localities are investigating the possibility.  Research demonstrates that for every dollar spent on a SIF 
program could result in $2.33 savings.4 
 

Opioid Antagonist Policy for Schools 
In 2015 Larimer County had the 12th highest opioid-related death rate in the state, at 6.5 per 100,000 it was 
higher than the overall state rate.5  Naloxone are commonly used opioid antagonists utilized to reverse an 
opioid overdose.  There are three methods to administer one of these drugs: injectable, auto-injectable, and 
nasal spray.  The auto-injectable and nasal spray can be used by the lay public.  As of summer 2017, 400 
pharmacies stock and 140 law enforcement departments carry naloxone in Colorado.6  In 2015 the National 
Association of School Nurses took the position that an overdose policy and naloxone deployment should be 
incorporated into a school’s emergency response plan.7 
 

Criminal Penalty Study 
The original iteration of this bill in the opioid study committee removed synthetic opiates from the list of 
schedule II drugs and created a new felony for the distribution, manufacturing, dispensing, or sale of 
synthetic opiates.  Creating a study in lieu of that action would allow the legislature to determine the current 
penalties’ efficacy.   A recent study demonstrated that only 4.6 percent of individuals referred by the 
criminal justice system (i.e. prison, probation, diversionary programs, courts, or DUI program) to opioid use 
disorder treatment received methadone or buprenorphine.8  Doing a study regarding the interaction 
between treatment and the criminal justice system in Colorado would be a novel approach to informing 
future policies in the state. 
 

This Legislation 

This bill allows for hospitals licensed by CDPHE to develop and establish a syringe access program.  Hospital 
staff affiliated with the program are granted immunity from civil damages resulting from providing a clean 
syringe.   
 
The supervised injection facility pilot program is established for the city and county of Denver for a single 
facility.  The SIF can be operated by Denver Public Health or a nonprofit organization.  The SIF must be 
approved by the Denver Board of Health after consultation with the Denver Public Health Agency and other 
interested stakeholders.  The stakeholders that must be included are law enforcement, district attorneys, 
treatment providers, persons that have been diagnosed with a substance use disorder but are in recovery, 
nonprofit organizations, advocacy organizations related to HIV and Hepatitis C, and members of the 
community.  Furthermore, the SIF must be established alongside an operating syringe access program.  Staff 
members and participants are granted immunity.  The SIF does not constitute a public nuisance.  By October 
2021 the Denver Public Health Agency or the organization operating the SIF must provide a report to the 
relevant committees in the General Assembly.  This report must include the number of program participants, 

                                                           
4 Kral, A. H., Irwin, A., Jozaghi, E., & Bluthenthal, R. (2016). A Cost-Benefit Analysis of a Potential Supervised Injection Facility in San Francisco, 
California, USA. Journal of Drug Issues, 1(21).  http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/0022042616679829 
5 Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment (July 2017). Larimer County Prescription Drug Profile. Retrieved from 
https://www.colorado.gov/pacific/sites/default/files/PW_ISVP_Larimer%20County%20Rx%20Drug%20Data%20Profile.pdf.  
6 Colorado Office of Behavioral Health, prepared by Colorado Health Institute (July 28, 2018). Needs Assessment for the SAMHSA State Targeted 

Response to the Opioid Crisis Grant. Retrieved from https://coag.gov/sites/default/files/contentuploads/oce/Substance_Abuse_SA/SATF-
reports/11th_annual_substance_abuse_task_force_report_2016_final_2.pdf 
7 National Association of School Nurses (2017). Naloxone Use in the School Setting: The Role of the School Nurse (Adopted June 2015). Retrieved from 
https://schoolnursenet.nasn.org/blogs/nasn-profile/2017/03/13/naloxone-use-in-the-school-setting-the-role-of-the-school-nurse. 
8 Krawczyk, N., Picher, C.E., Feder, K.A., & Saloner, B. (Dec. 2017). Only One in Twenty Justice-Referred Adults in Specialty Treatment for Opioid Use 
Receive Methadone or Buprenorphine. Health Affairs. HTTPS://DOI.ORG/10.1377/HLTHAFF.2017.0890 

http://dx.doi.org/http:/journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/0022042616679829
https://www.colorado.gov/pacific/sites/default/files/PW_ISVP_Larimer%20County%20Rx%20Drug%20Data%20Profile.pdf
https://coag.gov/sites/default/files/contentuploads/oce/Substance_Abuse_SA/SATF-reports/11th_annual_substance_abuse_task_force_report_2016_final_2.pdf
https://coag.gov/sites/default/files/contentuploads/oce/Substance_Abuse_SA/SATF-reports/11th_annual_substance_abuse_task_force_report_2016_final_2.pdf
https://schoolnursenet.nasn.org/blogs/nasn-profile/2017/03/13/naloxone-use-in-the-school-setting-the-role-of-the-school-nurse
https://doi.org/10.1377/hlthaff.2017.0890
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characteristics of program participants, number of syringes distributed for use in SIF, number of overdoses, 
number of overdoses reversed, number of participants referred to other services, and the type of services 
referred to.  If a nonprofit organization is operating the SIF their contract must be reviewed annually.  The 
bill exempts employees and participants of SIFs from drug paraphernalia laws. 
 
Employees or agents of schools are allowed to be prescribed and dispensed standing orders of opiate 
antagonists.  Furthermore, the bill allows school districts or governing bodies of nonpublic schools to adopt a 
policy regarding maintaining a supply of opiate antagonists and allowing trained employees/agents of the 
school to administer opiate antagonists.  This policy must include training and education about overdose risk 
factors, recognition and the proper steps to apply during an overdose.  The bill provides immunity from civil 
and criminal penalties for the school employees if they act in accordance with the adopted policy. 
 
Finally, the bill mandates that the Commission on Criminal and Juvenile Justice study the criminal penalties 
that are related to opioids and synthetic opioids.  The report should strive to determine the efficacy of 
criminal penalties for the supply-side of synthetic opioids as well as the relationship between criminal 
penalties and the ability to seek substance use disorder treatment.  There is no date mandated for the study 
to be conducted and completed. 

 
Reasons to Support 

Supporters assert that expanding the locations of syringe access programs can improve public safety and 
decrease the amount of discarded needles in the community.  According to the Centers for Disease Control 
and Prevention (CDC) these programs increase entry into substance use disorder treatment.  9Additionally, 
the CDC asserts that syringe access programs reduce overdose deaths, new HIV diagnoses among IDUs, and 
needlestick injuries by first responders.  A SIF pilot program in Denver could help inform the future of harm 
reduction strategies in the state and the nation.  Furthermore, foreign stakeholders have noted that other 
drug use, crime, and public nuisance do not increase around the facility after its establishment and in some 
cases decrease.10  Supporters of placing naloxone in schools make the comparison that it is like having a 
defibrillator on a gym wall, it is a tool meant to save a life.   
 

Supporters 

 ACLU of Colorado 

 AspenPointe 

 Colorado Association of Local Public 
Health Officials 

 Colorado Consumer Health Initiative 

 Colorado Health Partners 

 Colorado Medical Society 

 Colorado Providers Association 

 Drug Policy Alliance  

 Mental Health Colorado 

 Public Health Nurses Association of 
Colorado 

Reasons to Oppose 

Some assert that syringe access programs condone drug use and misuse.  Furthermore, opponents may 
claim that expanding the places that can administer syringe access programs will increase the necessity for 
law enforcement to police issues that they believe will develop due to the program.  However, according to 
the CDC these claims are not substantiated.  Others oppose the SIF because they see the facility as making it 
easier to conduct illegal behavior and enabling those with substance use disorders to continue negative 
behavior.  Some say that allowing schools to have naloxone on the premises sends the wrong message to 

                                                           
9 Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (Aug. 2017). Reducing Harm from Injection Drug Use and Opioid Use Disorder with Syringe Services 
Programs.  Retrieved from https://www.cdc.gov/hiv/pdf/risk/cdchiv-fs-syringe-services.pdf.  
10 Harm Reduction Coalition (2016). Report on Supervised Injection Facilities. Retrieved from http://harmreduction.org/blog/sif-report/ . Accessed on 
Dec 6, 2017. 

https://www.cdc.gov/hiv/pdf/risk/cdchiv-fs-syringe-services.pdf
http://harmreduction.org/blog/sif-report/
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kids, that they can take drugs because opioid antagonists are on hand to save them.  Others assert that with 
naloxone at schools it is a crutch that will stop them from taking personal responsibility.  Opponents may 
also cite the cost to the taxpayers to purchase naloxone. 

 
Opponents 

 There is known opposition to sections of this bill; however, no organizations have publicly posted 
their opposition. 

 
About this Analysis 

This analysis was prepared by Health District of Northern Larimer County staff to assist the Health District Board of 
Directors in determining whether to take an official stand on various health-related issues. The Health District is a 
special district of the northern two-thirds of Larimer County, Colorado, supported by local property tax dollars and 
governed by a publicly elected five-member board. The Health District provides medical, mental health, dental, 
preventive and health planning services to the communities it serves. For more information about this summary or the 
Health District, please contact Alyson Williams, Policy Coordinator, at (970) 224-5209, or e-mail at 
awilliams@healthdistrict.org.  

 

mailto:awilliams@healthdistrict.org
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SB18-132 1332 STATE WAIVER CATASTROPHIC HEALTH PLANS 
Concerning a waiver of federal law to permit insurance carriers to offer catastrophic health plans to 

any individual residing in Colorado 
Details 

Bill Sponsors:  Senate – Smallwood (R)  
House – Kennedy (D) 

Committee:  Senate Committee on Health and Human Services 
Bill History:  1/29/2018- Introduced in Senate- Assigned to Health and Human Services  
Next Action:   2/15/2018- Hearing in Senate Health and Human Services 

 
Bill Summary 

This bill requires the Commissioner of Insurance to apply for a Section 1332 waiver, also known as a state 
innovation waiver, by January 1, 2019.  This waiver would expand the populations that are allowed to enroll 
in catastrophic plans from just those meeting the age or hardship requirement to any Colorado resident. 
 

Background 

Insurance in Colorado 
Each of the 64 counties in Colorado has at least one carrier providing insurance.  According to the 2017 
Colorado Health Access Survey (CHAS), 93.5 percent are Coloradans are insured.1  In Larimer County, 59 
percent of residents reported being somewhat or very worried about health insurance becoming so 
expensive that they will not be able to afford it.2  Only 4 percent of residents within the boundaries of the 
Health District of Northern Larimer County reported having no health insurance in 2016. 3  Additionally, 86 
percent of Health District residents reported having continual health insurance during the preceding 3 years 
in the same survey.3 For those that are uninsured, 78.4 percent cited that the cost of the insurance was a 
barrier to purchasing coverage.1 In 2017 insurance rates increased an average of 20.4 percent and were 
projected to increase by 27 percent in 2018.4   The mountain resort region of Summit, Pitkin, Eagle, and 
Garfield were found in 2014 to be the most expensive for insurance in the entire United States.5   
 

Catastrophic Plans 
Catastrophic plans have low premiums but high deductibles.  For 2017, the deductible was $7,150 for all 
catastrophic plans.6  These plans are not eligible for premium tax credits.  Like other individual marketplace 
plans, catastrophic plans must cover essential health benefits, specified preventive care services, and three 
primary care visits before the deductible is met.  Currently, these plans are limited to individuals under 30 or 
those that meet the hardship exemption (i.e. homelessness, domestic violence, bankruptcy, etc.).7 
 
 
 

                                                           
1 Colorado Health Institute (2017). Colorado’s New Normal: Findings from the 2017 Colorado Health Access Survey. Retrieved from 
https://www.coloradohealthinstitute.org/sites/default/files/file_attachments/2017%20CHAS%20DESIGN%20FINAL%20for%20Web.pdf 
2 Larimer Health Tracker (2016). Retrieved from larimerhealthtracker.org.  
3 2016 Community Health Survey; note: 5 percent reported that they did not know if they had health insurance or not. 
4 Colorado Health Institute (2017). Insurance Prices. Retrieved from https://www.coloradohealthinstitute.org/research/insurance-prices.  
5 Rau, J. (Feb. 2 2014) The 10 Most Expensive Insurance Markets in the United States. Kaiser Health News. Retrieved from https://khn.org/news/most-
expensive-insurance-markets-obamacare/.  
6 U.S. Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services [CMS] (2017). How to pick a health insurance plan. Retrieved from 
https://www.healthcare.gov/choose-a-plan/plans-categories/.  
7 A comprehensive list of hardship exemptions can be found here: https://www.healthcare.gov/health-coverage-exemptions/hardship-exemptions/  

https://www.coloradohealthinstitute.org/sites/default/files/file_attachments/2017%20CHAS%20DESIGN%20FINAL%20for%20Web.pdf
https://www.coloradohealthinstitute.org/research/insurance-prices
https://khn.org/news/most-expensive-insurance-markets-obamacare/
https://khn.org/news/most-expensive-insurance-markets-obamacare/
https://www.healthcare.gov/choose-a-plan/plans-categories/
https://www.healthcare.gov/health-coverage-exemptions/hardship-exemptions/
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Section 1332 Waivers 

Within the Affordable Care Act (ACA), section 1332 allows for states to implement elements of the ACA in 
alternative manners.  Section 1332 waivers are limited as these novel approaches must be as successful in 
providing affordable, quality health coverage and cost the federal government either the same amount or 
less than the standard implementation.  There are four specific limitations for this waiver, known colloquially 
as “guardrails.” The innovation must: 

1. Provide coverage that is the same or more comprehensive than the original;   
2. Provide coverage that is at least as affordable; 
3.  Provide coverage for the same amount or more people; and   
4. Not add to the federal deficit.   

 
These guardrails were set forth in the statutory language, but can be interpreted differently by each 
administration.  The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) has created a detailed page guiding 
states through the 1332 waiver process.  In the final submission, the state must include a variety of critical 
documents.  Some of these documents include: an actuarial analysis, a 10-year budget demonstrating 
federal budget neutrality, any data or assumptions that help demonstrate satisfaction of the guardrails, and 
many other requirements for the innovative plan.8 
 

Federal Legislation 
Expanding the eligibility for catastrophic plans is already being discussed at the federal level.  The bipartisan 
ACA stabilization deal, by Sens. Alexander (R-TN) and Murray (D-WA) addresses this issue.  With promises 
made by Senate leadership to bring ACA stabilization bills to the floor this session, awaiting the movement 
by the federal government could save the state from expending resources. 

 
This Legislation 

This bill would have the DOI commence the waiver application process to waive the eligibility requirements 
for catastrophic plans, with final submission on January 1, 2019.  Furthermore, there will be state-level public 
comment from December 1, 2018 until the final submission.  This timing means that these catastrophic plans 
would be available for purchase on the marketplace for plans starting January 1, 2020.   
 

Reasons to Support 

Expanding the populations that can enroll in catastrophic plans could be a short-term way to address the 
high cost of insurance in certain regions of Colorado.  As the federal government grapples with the future of 
different components of the ACA this waiver could create higher coverage in the mountain resort region and 
others.  Some assert that having people covered with catastrophic insurance is better than them being 
uninsured due to the cost. 

 
Reasons to Oppose 

There are several potential unintended consequences that are important to consider with this proposal.   
Although this waiver could increase coverage for some regions in Colorado, this could mean people 
switching from a ‘metal’ plan to a catastrophic plan.  The people who switch from a ‘metal plan’ are more 
likely to be healthier individuals, which could result in ‘adverse selection’ – meaning that as healthy 
individuals leave plans, those left in the original plans are less healthy and have higher health care costs, so 
the prices will need to go up for those plans.  This is a particular burden for those who are not healthy and 
must stay in a silver plan in order to qualify for a subsidy, and particularly for those who get little or no 
subsidy at all. 

                                                           
8 CMS (2017). Section 1332: State Innovation Waivers. Retrieved from https://www.cms.gov/CCIIO/Programs-and-Initiatives/State-Innovation-
Waivers/Section_1332_State_Innovation_Waivers-.html#About the 1332 State Innovation Waiver Application Process 
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Catastrophic health plans work best for those who have relatively high incomes and can afford the high cost 
of deductibles.  They are not a good solution for those with low to middle incomes because the deductibles 
make it difficult to afford care (including critical services like prescriptions and lab work).  Additionally, 
people who cannot afford care often delay important care, or do not get it at all, leading to poorer health 
and greater risk of communicable disease affecting others in the community.  Evidence is escalating that 
many people already cannot afford the deductibles and other cost sharing under current plans, let alone a 
catastrophic plan that has even higher deductibles and levels of cost sharing. 
 
This change could have a significant destabilizing impact on the health care market, helping to create an 
increasing spiral - as prices grow, more people drop out of health insurance, and then prices grow even 
more.  The underlying principle of insurance is to create pools of both healthy and unhealthy people, so that 
the costs balance out for everyone and so insurance is there for you when you need it.  Over time, the 
change could contribute to a growing number of uninsured and growing prices for those who continue to be 
insured.    
 
In addition, selecting an insurance plan is a complex process.  Many individuals do not have sufficient health 
insurance literacy to comprehend what the change in plan means for their coverage, costs, and care.  For 
navigators, like those employed by Larimer Health Connect, that could mean increased appointment times to 
explain the difference between these new plans. 
 
How the current administration would interpret the four statutory guardrails could determine whether or 
not the waiver would be granted.  Since no other state has applied to waive the eligibility requirements for 
catastrophic plans, it is unknown how the guardrails will be applied.  The concept of affordability could be a 
sticking point, as the premiums may be lower but a high deductible could make accessing care unaffordable 
for many. Furthermore, catastrophic plans could be deemed not as comprehensive as the three “metal” 
individual marketplace plans.  Since these plans only cover three primary care visits before the deductible 
has been met, it could be determined that they are not as comprehensive as plans in the three other tiers. 

 
About this Document 

This analysis was prepared by Health District of Northern Larimer County staff to assist the Health District Board of 
Directors in determining whether to take an official stand on various health-related issues. The Health District is a 
special district of the northern two-thirds of Larimer County, Colorado, supported by local property tax dollars and 
governed by a publicly elected five-member board. The Health District provides medical, mental health, dental, 
preventive and health planning services to the communities it serves. For more information about this summary or the 
Health District, please contact Alyson Williams, Policy Coordinator, at (970) 224-5209, or e-mail at 
awilliams@healthdistrict.org. 
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1 HB18-1003 - Opioid Misuse Prevention
Opioid and Other Substance Use Disorders Interim Study Committee. Section 1 of the bill establishes in statute the opioid and other substance use disorders
study committee, consisting of 5 senators and 5 representatives from the general assembly, to:

Study data and statistics on the scope of the substance use disorder problem in Colorado;

Study current prevention, intervention, harm reduction, treatment, and recovery resources available to Coloradans, as well as public and private
insurance coverage and other sources of support for treatment and recovery resources;

Review the availability of medication-assisted treatment and the ability of pharmacists to prescribe those medications;

Examine measures that other states and countries use to address substance use disorders;

Identify the gaps in prevention, intervention, harm reduction, treatment, and recovery resources available to Coloradans and hurdles to accessing those
resources; and

Identify possible legislative options to address gaps and hurdles to accessing prevention, intervention, harm reduction, treatment, and recovery
resources.

The committee is authorized to meet 6 times in a calendar year and may report up to 6 legislative measures to the legislative council, which bills are exempt from
bill limitations and introduction deadlines. The committee is repealed on July 1, 2020.

Section 2 speci�es school-based health care centers may apply for grants from the school-based health center grant program to expand behavioral health
services to include treatment for opioid and other substance use disorders.

Section 3 directs the department of health care policy and �nancing, starting July 1, 2018, to award grants to organizations to operate a substance abuse
screening, brief intervention, and referral program.

Section 4 directs the center for research into substance use disorder prevention, treatment, and recovery to develop and implement continuing medical
education activities to help prescribers of pain medication to safely and e�ectively manage patients with chronic pain, and when appropriate, prescribe opioids.
Sections 2 through 4 also direct the general assembly to appropriate money to implement those sections. 
(Note: This summary applies to this bill as introduced.)

House:
Pettersen (D)

Senate:
Priola (R)

Active
01/10/2018 -
Introduced In
House - Assigned
to Public Health
Care & Human
Services 

http://www.legispeak.com/
mailto:awilliams@healthdistrict.org
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Priority /
Position

Summary Sponsors Status

1 HB18-1007 - Substance Use Disorder Payment And Coverage
Opioid and Other Substance Use Disorders Interim Study Committee. The bill requires all individual and group health bene�t plans to provide coverage without
prior authorization for a �ve-day supply of buprenorphine for a �rst request within a 12-month period.

Additionally, all individual and group health bene�t plans that cover physical therapy, acupuncture, or chiropractic services shall not subject those services to
dollar limits, deductibles, copayments, or coinsurance provisions that are less favorable than those applicable to primary care services under the plan if the
covered person has a diagnosis of chronic pain and has or has had a substance use disorder diagnosis.

The bill prohibits carriers from taking adverse action against a provider or from providing �nancial incentives or disincentives to a provider based solely on a
patient satisfaction survey relating to the patient's satisfaction with pain treatment.

The bill clari�es that an 'urgent prior authorization request' to a carrier includes a request for authorization of medication-assisted treatment for substance use
disorders.

The bill permits a pharmacist who has entered into a collaborative pharmacy practice agreement with one or more physicians to administer injectable
medication-assisted treatment for substance use disorders and receive an enhanced dispensing fee for the administration.

The bill prohibits carriers from requiring a covered person to undergo step therapy using a prescription drug or drugs that include an opioid before covering a
non-opioid prescription drug recommended by the covered person's provider.

The bill requires the Colorado medical assistance program to authorize reimbursement for a ready-to-use version of intranasal naloxone hydrochloride without
prior authorization.

The bill prohibits the requirement that a recipient of medical assistance undergo a step-therapy protocol using a prescription drug containing an opioid prior to
authorizing reimbursement for a non-opioid prescription drug recommended by the person's health care provider.

The bill permits a pharmacist who has entered into a collaborative pharmacy practice agreement with one or more physicians to administer injectable
medication-assisted treatment for substance use disorders and receive an enhanced dispensing fee under the Colorado medical assistance program for the
administration.

The bill requires the department of health care policy and �nancing and the o�ce of behavioral health in the department of human services to establish rules
that standardize utilization management authority timelines for the non-pharmaceutical components of medication-assisted treatment for substance use
disorders.

(Note: This summary applies to this bill as introduced.)

House:
Kennedy ()
Singer (D)

Senate:
Lambert (R)

Active
01/10/2018 -
Introduced In
House - Assigned
to Public Health
Care & Human
Services 

1 HB18-1009 - Diabetes Drug Pricing Transparency Act 2018
The bill creates the 'Diabetes Drug Pricing Transparency Act of 2018'. The state board of health is responsible for implementing the act. Drug manufacturers and
pharmacy bene�t managers must submit annual reports to the state board regarding drugs used to treat diabetes that are subject to price increases of certain
percentages. The state board analyzes the submitted information and publishes a report. The state board may impose penalties on drug manufacturers or
pharmacy bene�t managers who do not comply with reporting requirements. Nonpro�t organizations advocating for patients with diabetes or funding diabetes
medical research that receive contributions from certain diabetes drug manufacturers must annually report those contributions. 
(Note: This summary applies to this bill as introduced.)

House:
Roberts (D)

Senate:
Donovan (D)

Active
01/10/2018 -
Introduced In
House - Assigned
to Health,
Insurance, &
Environment 

1 

SDA Oppose

HB18-1036 - Reduce Business Personal Property Taxes
There is currently an exemption from property tax for business personal property that would otherwise be listed on a single personal property schedule that is
equal to $7,400 for the current property tax year cycle. The bill raises the exemption to $50,000 commencing in tax year 2018, and continues to adjust it for
in�ation for subsequent property tax cycles, so that businesses with personal property under $50,000, or the in�ation adjusted amount, would not have to �le the
business personal property tax forms nor pay the corresponding tax.

The bill also raises the value of business personal property that quali�es for an exemption for consumable property from $350, which is the value set by the
property tax administrator, to $500.

(Note: This summary applies to this bill as introduced.)

House:
Leonard (R)

Senate:
Neville (R)

Active
01/10/2018 -
Introduced In
House - Assigned
to State,
Veterans, &
Military A�airs 

http://www.legispeak.com/Principal/health-district-n-larimer-county/hb18-1007
http://www.legispeak.com/Principal/health-district-n-larimer-county/hb18-1009
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1 HB18-1094 - Children And Youth Mental Health Treatment Act
The bill extends inde�nitely the 'Child Mental Health Treatment Act' and renames it the 'Children and Youth Mental Health Treatment Act' (act). Signi�cant
changes to the act include:

Continuing the ability of a parent or guardian of a non-medicaid eligible child or youth to receive mental health services for the child or youth without
unwarranted child welfare involvement;

When evaluating a child or youth for eligibility for mental health treatment services (services), the evaluating mental health agency shall use a
standardized risk strati�cation tool;

Establishing a new de�nition of 'mental health agency' to capture a larger set of behavioral health services providers;

Reporting requirements for the department of health care policy and �nancing and mental health agencies that provide services for children and youth
are updated and clari�ed;

Requiring the department of human services to maintain and update a list of providers on its website, as well as post information from various reports
required by the act, excluding any personal health information; and

Revising the membership of the advisory board that assists and advises the executive director of the department of human services with the development
of service standards and rules for the provision of services.

The bill makes conforming amendments.

(Note: This summary applies to this bill as introduced.)

House:
Herod (D)
Wist (R)

Senate:
Moreno (D)

Active
01/18/2018 -
Introduced In
House - Assigned
to Public Health
Care & Human
Services 

1 HB18-1097 - Patient Choice Of Pharmacy
The bill prohibits a carrier that o�ers or issues a health bene�t plan that covers pharmaceutical services, including prescription drug coverage, or a pharmacy
bene�t management �rm managing those bene�ts for a carrier, from:

Limiting or restricting a covered person's ability to select a pharmacy or pharmacist of the covered person's choice if certain conditions are met;

Imposing a copayment, fee, or other cost-sharing requirement for selecting a pharmacy of the covered person's choosing;

Imposing other conditions on a covered person, pharmacist, or pharmacy that limit or restrict a covered person's ability to use a pharmacy of the covered
person's choosing; or

Denying a pharmacy or pharmacist the right to participate in any of its pharmacy network contracts in this state or as a contracting provider in this state if
the pharmacy or pharmacist has a valid license in Colorado and the pharmacy or pharmacist agrees to speci�ed conditions. 
(Note: This summary applies to this bill as introduced.)

House:
Catlin (R)
Danielson (D)

Senate:
Todd (D)
Coram (R)

Active
01/18/2018 -
Introduced In
House - Assigned
to Health,
Insurance, &
Environment 

1 HB18-1136 - Substance Use Disorder Treatment
Opioid and Other Substance Use Disorders Interim Study Committee. The bill adds residential and inpatient substance use disorder services to the Colorado
medical assistance program. The bene�t is limited to persons who meet nationally recognized, evidence-based level of care criteria for residential and inpatient
substance use disorder treatment. The bene�t will not be e�ective until the department of health care policy and �nancing seeks and receives any federal
authorization necessary to secure federal �nancial participation in the program.

If an enhanced residential and inpatient substance use disorder treatment bene�t becomes available, managed care organizations shall reprioritize the use of
money allocated from the marijuana tax cash fund to assist in providing treatment, including residential treatment, to persons who are not otherwise covered by
public or private insurance.

(Note: This summary applies to this bill as introduced.)

House:
Pettersen (D)

Senate:
Priola (R)

Active
01/23/2018 -
Introduced In
House - Assigned
to Public Health
Care & Human
Services 

http://www.legispeak.com/Principal/health-district-n-larimer-county/hb18-1094
http://www.legispeak.com/Principal/health-district-n-larimer-county/hb18-1097
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1 HB18-1172 - Money Allocated To Designated Managed Service Organization
The bill amends the 'Increasing Access to E�ective Substance Use Disorder Services Act' to:

Clarify that a designated managed service organization (designated MSO) may use money allocated to it from the marijuana tax cash fund for
expenditures for substance use disorder services and for any start-up costs or other expenses necessary to increase capacity to provide such services;

Permit a designated MSO to spend an unused allocation in the next state �scal year after it has been received, but requires any unspent amount after that
time to be returned to the department of human services (department);

Allow the appropriation of the money unspent by a designated MSO in the year it is received to roll forward to the next state �scal year;

Require a designated MSO to submit an annual expenditure report to legislative committees in addition to the department, which is currently the only
entity that receives this report;

Eliminate an annual mid-year expenditure report that a designated MSO is required to submit to the department and replaces it with a requirement that
the designated MSO provide the department with information about expenditures as required by the department;

Eliminate the requirement that a departmental report about expenditures to legislative committees must continue after the �rst report is made; and

Require the department to report on outcomes related to the implementation of the act as part of its 'State Measurement for Accountable, Responsive,
and Transparent (SMART) Government Act' hearing. 
(Note: This summary applies to this bill as introduced.)

House:
Young (D)

Senate:
Lambert (R)

Active
02/02/2018 -
Introduced In
House - Assigned
to
Appropriations 

1 HB18-1177 - Youth Suicide Prevention
The bill requires the o�ce of suicide prevention (o�ce) in the department of public health and environment (department) to work with appropriate entities to
develop and implement a plan to provide access to training programs related to youth suicide prevention for people who regularly interact with youth but who
are not in a profession that typically provides such training opportunities, such as camp counselors, recreation center employees, youth group leaders, clergy, and
parents. The o�ce is required to approve at least 3 nonpro�t organizations statewide to participate in a coordinated program of youth suicide prevention
training. Classes and programs o�ered by the approved nonpro�t organizations must be free to the public, and the department shall reimburse the approved
nonpro�t organization for any direct or indirect costs associated with such classes and programs.

The bill further directs the department to coordinate e�orts to create and implement a statewide awareness campaign about suicide and youth suicide
prevention, as well as awareness of the suicide prevention hotline. The awareness campaign may include, but is not limited to, the use of written, electronic,
radio, and television media.

The age of consent for a minor to seek and obtain outpatient psychotherapy services is lowered from 15 years of age or older to 12 years of age and older. The
licensed mental health provider is immune from civil or criminal liability for providing outpatient psychotherapy services unless he or she acts negligently or
outside the scope of his or her practice.

The bill clari�es that the age of consent for a minor seeking inpatient psychotherapy or other inpatient mental health services without the consent of a parent or
legal guardian remains 15 years of age or older. 
(Note: This summary applies to this bill as introduced.)

House:
Michaelson
Jenet (D)

Senate:
Coram (R)
Fenberg (D)

Active
02/02/2018 -
Introduced In
House - Assigned
to Public Health
Care & Human
Services 

1 HB18-1179 - Prohibit Price Gouging On Prescription Drugs
Prohibits a pharmaceutical manufacturer or wholesaler from price gouging on sales of essential o�-patent or generic drugs;

Makes the practice of price gouging a deceptive trade practice under the 'Colorado Consumer Protection Act'; and

Requires the state board of pharmacy and the executive director of the department of health care policy and �nancing to report suspected price gouging
to the attorney general. The attorney general is authorized to seek subpoenas and �le lawsuits with the appropriate district courts. 
(Note: This summary applies to this bill as introduced.)

House:
Salazar (D)

Senate:

Active
02/02/2018 -
Introduced In
House - Assigned
to Health,
Insurance, &
Environment 

http://www.legispeak.com/Principal/health-district-n-larimer-county/hb18-1172
http://www.legispeak.com/Principal/health-district-n-larimer-county/hb18-1177
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Summary Sponsors Status

1 HB18-1181 - Nonresident Electors And Special Districts
Section 1 of the bill expands the de�nition of 'eligible elector', as used in reference of persons voting in special district elections, to include a person who owns, or
whose spouse or civil union partner owns, taxable real or personal property situated within the boundaries of the special district or the area to be included in the
special district and who has satis�ed all other requirements in the bill for registering to vote in an election of a special district but who is not a resident of the
state.

Section 2 prohibits a person from voting in a special district election unless that person is an eligible elector as de�ned by the bill. The section also requires any
person desiring to vote at any election as an eligible elector to sign a self-a�rmation that the person is an elector of the special district. The bill speci�es the form
the a�rmation must take.

Section 3 speci�es procedures by which the eligible elector becomes registered to be able to vote in the special district election. This section also contains an
a�rmation to be executed by the voter upon completing his or her application for registration.

Section 4 authorizes each special district board to select, in an exercise of its own discretion and by majority vote of the board's voting members, one or more
additional board members, each of whom shall serve as a nonvoting member of the board. A member of the board appointed for this purpose must be a person
who is a nonresident of the state of Colorado but is otherwise eligible to cast a ballot in elections of the special district in accordance with the bill. A board with 5
members may appoint no more than 2 nonvoting members of the board. The term of such board members is 4 years subject to renewal of one or more
additional 4-year terms in the discretion of a majority of the voting members of the board. Any board member appointed for this purpose may be removed for
cause at any time by a majority of the voting members of the board. 
(Note: This summary applies to this bill as introduced.)

House:
Liston (R)

Senate:

Active
02/02/2018 -
Introduced In
House - Assigned
to State,
Veterans, &
Military A�airs 

1 HB18-1212 - Freestanding Emergency Departments Licensure
The bill creates a new license, referred to as a 'freestanding emergency department license', for the department of public health and environment (CDPHE) to
issue on or after July 1, 2021, to a health facility that o�ers emergency care, that may o�er primary and urgent care services, and that is either:

Owned or operated by, or a�liated with, a hospital or hospital system and is located more than 250 yards from the main campus of the hospital; or

Independent from and not operated by or a�liated with a hospital or hospital system and is not attached to or situated within 250 yards of, or contained
within, a hospital.

The state board of health is to adopt rules regarding the new license, including rules to set licensure requirements and fees, safety and care standards, and
sta�ng requirements.

A health facility with a freestanding emergency department license is limited in the amount of facility fees the facility can charge patients. CDPHE may �ne or take
action on the license of a freestanding emergency department that charges facility fees in violation of the limits established in the bill.

House:
Landgraf (R)
Kennedy ()

Senate:

Active
02/05/2018 -
Introduced In
House - Assigned
to Health,
Insurance, &
Environment 

1 SB18-022 - Clinical Practice For Opioid Prescribing
Opioid and Other Substance Use Disorders Interim Study Committee. The bill restricts the number of opioid pills that a health care practitioner, including
physicians, physician assistants, advanced practice nurses, dentists, optometrists, podiatrists, and veterinarians, may prescribe for an initial prescription to a 7-
day supply and one re�ll for a 7-day supply, with certain exceptions. The bill clari�es that a health care practitioner may electronically prescribe opioids.

Current law allows health care practitioners and other individuals to query the prescription drug monitoring program (program). The bill requires health care
practitioners to query the program before prescribing the �rst re�ll prescription for an opioid except under speci�ed circumstances, and requires the practitioner
to indicate his or her specialty or practice area upon the initial query.

The bill requires the department of public health and environment to report to the general assembly its results from studies regarding the prescription drug
monitoring program integration methods and health care provider report cards.

(Note: This summary applies to this bill as introduced.)

House:
Kennedy ()
Pettersen (D)

Senate:
Aguilar (D)

Active
01/10/2018 -
Introduced In
Senate -
Assigned to
Health & Human
Services 

http://www.legispeak.com/Principal/health-district-n-larimer-county/hb18-1181
http://www.legispeak.com/Principal/health-district-n-larimer-county/hb18-1212
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Priority /
Position

Summary Sponsors Status

1 

1/2

SB18-024 - Expand Access Behavioral Health Care Providers
Opioid and Other Substance Use Disorders Interim Study Committee. The bill modi�es the Colorado health service corps program administered by the primary
care o�ce in the department of public health and environment as follows:

For purposes of determining areas in the state in which there is a shortage of health care professionals and behavioral health care providers to meet the
needs of the community, allows the primary care o�ce, under guidance adopted by the state board of health, to develop and administer state health
professional shortage areas using state-speci�c methodologies;

Allows behavioral health care providers, which include licensed and certi�ed addiction counselors, licensed professional counselors, licensed clinical social
workers, licensed marriage and family therapists, clinical psychologists, advanced practice nurses, and physicians certi�ed or trained in addiction
medicine, pain management, or psychiatry, and candidates for licensure as an addiction counselor, professional counselor, clinical social worker, marriage
and family therapist, or psychologist, to participate in the loan repayment program on the condition of committing to provide behavioral health care
services in health professional shortage areas for a speci�ed period;

Directs the advisory council to prioritize loan repayment and scholarships for those behavioral health care providers, candidates for licensure, or
addiction counselors who provide behavioral health care services in nonpro�t or public employer settings but permits consideration of applicants
practicing in a private setting that serves underserved populations;

Establishes a scholarship program to help defray the education and training costs associated with obtaining certi�cation as an addiction counselor or with
progressing to a higher level of certi�cation;

Adds 2 members to the advisory council that reviews program applications, which members include a representative of an organization representing
substance use disorder treatment providers and a licensed or certi�ed addiction counselor who has experience in rural health, safety net clinics, or health
equity;

Modi�es program reporting requirements and requires annual reporting that coincides with required SMART Act reporting by the department; and

Requires the general assembly to annually appropriate $2.5 million from the marijuana tax cash fund to the primary care o�ce to provide loan
repayment for behavioral health care providers and candidates for licensure participating in the Colorado health service corps and to award scholarships
to addiction counselors participating in the scholarship program. 
(Note: This summary applies to this bill as introduced.)

House:
Singer (D)

Senate:

Active
01/25/2018 -
Senate
Committee on
Health & Human
Services Refer
Amended to
Appropriations 
01/10/2018 -
Introduced In
Senate -
Assigned to
Health & Human
Services 

1 SB18-040 - Substance Use Disorder Harm Reduction
Opioid and Other Substance Use Disorders Interim Study Committee. The bill:

Speci�es that hospitals may be used as clean syringe exchange sites ( section 1 );

Provides civil immunity for participants of a clean syringe exchange program ( section 1 );

Creates a supervised injection facility pilot program in the city and county of Denver and provides civil and criminal immunity for the approved supervised
injection facility ( sections 2 through 4 );

Allows school districts and nonpublic schools to develop a policy by which schools are allowed to obtain a supply of opiate antagonists and school
employees are trained to administer opiate antagonists to individuals at risk of experiencing a drug overdose ( sections 5 through 11 ); and

Requires the commission on criminal and juvenile justice to study certain topics related to sentencing for opioid-related o�enses ( section 12 ). 
(Note: This summary applies to this bill as introduced.)

House:
Singer (D)

Senate:
Lambert (R)

Active
01/10/2018 -
Introduced In
Senate -
Assigned to
State, Veterans,
& Military A�airs 

1 SB18-049 - Use Of Mobile Electronic Devices While Driving
Current law prohibits the use of wireless telephones while driving for individuals who are younger than 18 years of age. The bill:

Extends the prohibition to drivers of all ages;

Increases the penalty for minor drivers from $50 per violation to $300 per violation, to match the penalty that currently applies to adult drivers;

Extends the existing prohibition of the use of wireless telephones to include all mobile electronic devices;

Creates an exception to the prohibition of the use of mobile electronic devices for adult drivers who use a mobile electronic device through the use of a
hands-free device; and

Repeals a sentence enhancement for a violation that causes a bodily injury or death. 
(Note: This summary applies to this bill as introduced.)

House:
Melton (D)

Senate:
Court (D)

Active
01/24/2018 -
Senate
Committee on
State, Veterans,
& Military A�airs
Postpone
Inde�nitely 
01/10/2018 -
Introduced In
Senate -
Assigned to
State, Veterans,
& Military A�airs 

http://www.legispeak.com/Principal/health-district-n-larimer-county/sb18-024
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Priority /
Position

Summary Sponsors Status

1 SB18-053 - Primary O�ense For No Safety Belt
Current law requires every driver of and every front-seat passenger in a motor vehicle equipped with a safety belt system to wear a fastened safety belt while the
motor vehicle is being operated. The bill extends this requirement to every passenger in a motor vehicle.

Current law provides that a law enforcement o�cer may not cite a driver of a motor vehicle for a failure to wear a safety belt unless the driver was stopped for a
di�erent alleged tra�c violation. The bill repeals this limitation, allowing a law enforcement o�cer to stop and cite a driver solely for a failure to wear a safety
belt. 
(Note: This summary applies to this bill as introduced.)

House:
Young (D)

Senate:
Court (D)

Active
01/24/2018 -
Senate
Committee on
State, Veterans,
& Military A�airs
Postpone
Inde�nitely 
01/10/2018 -
Introduced In
Senate -
Assigned to
State, Veterans,
& Military A�airs 

1 SB18-065 - Add Health Maintenance Organizations Life And Health Insurance Protection Association
The bill amends the 'Life and Health Insurance Protection Association Act' as follows:

Adds health maintenance organizations (HMOs) as members of the association and subjects HMOs to assessments from the association;

Allocates responsibility for long-term care insurance assessments between health insurance and life insurance association members; and

Requires member insurers that write health bene�t plans in Colorado to collect a fee of up to $2 per month from each certi�cate holder, policyholder, or
contract holder for each certi�cate, policy, or contract the member insurer issues, to be deposited into a fund for the purpose of defraying the costs of a
health insurer insolvency. 
(Note: This summary applies to this bill as introduced.)

House:
Kraft-Tharp (D)

Senate:
Gardner (R)

Active
01/31/2018 -
Senate
Committee on
Business, Labor,
& Technology
Witness
Testimony
and/or
Committee
Discussion Only 
01/12/2018 -
Introduced In
Senate -
Assigned to
Business, Labor,
& Technology 

1 SB18-080 - Wholesale Canadian Drug Importation Program
The bill creates the 'Colorado Wholesale Importation of Prescription Drugs Act', under which the department of health care policy and �nancing (department)
must design a program to import prescription pharmaceuticals from Canada for sale to Colorado consumers. The program design must ensure both drug safety
and cost savings for Colorado consumers. The department must submit the program design to the secretary of the United States department of health and
human services and request the secretary's approval of the program as meeting the requirements of federal law to import Canadian pharmaceutical products.

If the secretary approves the program, the department must implement the program. The department must adopt a funding mechanism to cover the program's
administrative costs, and the department must annually report on the program to the general assembly.

(Note: This summary applies to this bill as introduced.)

House:
Lontine (D)

Senate:
Aguilar (D)

Active
01/31/2018 -
Senate
Committee on
State, Veterans,
& Military A�airs
Witness
Testimony
and/or
Committee
Discussion Only 
01/12/2018 -
Introduced In
Senate -
Assigned to
State, Veterans,
& Military A�airs 
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Priority /
Position

Summary Sponsors Status

1 
Support 

iDrive
Campaign 
 
January 23,
2018

SB18-108 - Eligibility Colorado Road And Community Safety Act
Currently, a person who is not lawfully present in the United States may obtain a driver's license or identi�cation card if certain requirements are met. One of the
requirements is that the person present a taxpayer identi�cation card.

The bill allows a person to present a social security number as an alternative to a taxpayer identi�cation card. The bill allows the license or identi�cation card to
be reissued or renewed in accordance with the process used for other licenses and identi�cation cards.

A person whose license is lost or stolen may obtain a replacement without renewing the license.

(Note: This summary applies to this bill as introduced.)

House:
Singer (D)

Senate:
Coram (R)
Crowder (R)

Active
01/29/2018 -
Introduced In
Senate -
Assigned to
State, Veterans,
& Military A�airs 

1 SB18-132 - 1332 State Waiver Catastrophic Health Plans
The bill requires the commissioner of insurance to apply to the secretary of the United States department of health and human services for a 5-year waiver of the
federal law restricting catastrophic health plans o�ered through the Colorado health bene�t exchange. The waiver, if approved, would permit the o�ering of
catastrophic health plans to any individual residing in Colorado rather than only individuals under the age of 30 or meeting a hardship requirement. If the waiver
is denied, the statutory section is repealed. 
(Note: This summary applies to this bill as introduced.)

House:
Kennedy ()

Senate:
Smallwood (R)

Active
01/29/2018 -
Introduced In
Senate -
Assigned to
Health & Human
Services 
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1 SB18-146 - Freestanding Emergency Departments Required Consumer Notices
The bill requires a freestanding emergency department (FSED), whether operated by a hospital at a separate, o�-campus location or operating independently of a
hospital system, to provide any individual that enters the FSED seeking treatment a written statement of patient's rights, which an FSED sta� member or health
care provider must explain orally and which must indicate that:

The FSED will screen and treat the individual regardless of ability to pay;

The individual has a right to ask questions about treatment options and costs and to receive prompt and reasonable responses;

The individual has a right to reject treatment;

The FSED encourages the individual to defer questions until after being screened for an emergency medical condition; and

The facility is an emergency medical facility that treats emergency medical conditions, and, for FSEDs that do not include an urgent care clinic on site, that
the facility is not an urgent care center or primary care provider.

Additionally, a FSED must post a sign specifying:

Whether the facility accepts patients enrolled in medicaid, medicare, the children's basic health plan, or TRICARE;

The particular health insurance plans in which the FSED is a participating provider or that the FSED is not a participating provider in any plan networks;
and

The price listed on the FSED's chargemaster or other fee schedule for the 25 most common health care services it provides.

After conducting an initial screening and determining that a patient does not have an emergency medical condition, the FSED must provide the patient a written
disclosure that includes the information posted on the sign, as well as the following:

The price listed on the FSED's chargemaster or other fee schedule for the facility fees associated with the 25 most common health care services the FSED
provides;

A statement specifying that the price listed on the chargemaster or fee schedule for any given health care service is the maximum charge that any patient
will be billed and that the actual charge for a health care service may be lower based on health insurance bene�ts and the availability of discounts and
�nancial assistance;

A statement urging a person covered by health insurance to contact his or her health insurer for information about his or her �nancial responsibility and a
person who is uninsured to contact the FSED's �nancial services o�ce to discuss payment options and the availability of �nancial assistance prior to
receiving nonemergency health care services;

Information about the facility fees that the FSED charges; and

The FSED's website address where the disclosure may be located.

The FSED must also post the information in the written disclosure on its website and update the written and web-based disclosure at least once every 6 months.
Additionally, the FSED must provide all information in a clear and understandable manner and in languages appropriate to the communities and patients it
serves.

The state board of health is authorized to adopt rules to implement and enforce the requirements of the bill.

(Note: This summary applies to this bill as introduced.)

House:
Singer (D)
Sias (R)

Senate:
Smallwood (R)
Kefalas (D)

Active
01/29/2018 -
Introduced In
Senate -
Assigned to
Health & Human
Services 

1 SB18-152 - Prohibit Price Gouging On Prescription Drugs
The bill:

Prohibits a pharmaceutical manufacturer or wholesaler from price gouging on sales of essential o�-patent or generic drugs;

Makes the practice of price gouging a deceptive trade practice under the 'Colorado Consumer Protection Act'; and

Requires the state board of pharmacy and the executive director of the department of health care policy and �nancing to report suspected price gouging
to the attorney general. The attorney general is authorized to seek subpoenas and �le lawsuits with the appropriate district courts. 
(Note: This summary applies to this bill as introduced.)

House:
Lontine (D)

Senate:
Aguilar (D)

Active
01/29/2018 -
Introduced In
Senate -
Assigned to
State, Veterans,
& Military A�airs 
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1 SB18-153 - Behavioral Health Care Related To Suicide Ideation
The department is required to study and address gaps in suicide prevention issues and to collaborate with other o�ces and the community to evaluate best
practices for suicide prevention and intervention and opioid abuse issues. The department is required to report �ndings to the general assembly.

The bill requires the department of public health and environment (department) to work with Colorado hospitals to evaluate the Colorado suicide prevention
plan. The department is also required to develop a health authorization release form to improve communication between behavioral health professionals
regarding the person giving consent.

A health care facility is required to have a plan for individuals transitioning from inpatient to outpatient care.

(Note: This summary applies to this bill as introduced.)

House:
Senate:

Kefalas (D)

Active
01/29/2018 -
Introduced In
Senate -
Assigned to
State, Veterans,
& Military A�airs 

2 HB18-1001 - FAMLI Family Medical Leave Insurance Program
The bill creates the family and medical leave insurance (FAMLI) program in the division of family and medical leave insurance (division) in the department of labor
and employment to provide partial wage-replacement bene�ts to an eligible individual who takes leave from work to care for a new child or a family member with
a serious health condition or who is unable to work due to the individual's own serious health condition.

Each employee in the state will pay a premium determined by the director of the division by rule, which premium is based on a percentage of the employee's
yearly wages and must not initially exceed .99%. The premiums are deposited into the family and medical leave insurance fund from which family and medical
leave bene�ts are paid to eligible individuals. The director may also impose a solvency surcharge by rule if determined necessary to ensure the soundness of the
fund. The division is established as an enterprise, and premiums paid into the fund are not considered state revenues for purposes of the taxpayer's bill of rights
(TABOR).

(Note: This summary applies to this bill as introduced.)

House:
Winter (D)
Gray (D)

Senate:
Fields (D)
Donovan (D)

Active
01/10/2018 -
Introduced In
House - Assigned
to Business
A�airs and Labor 

2 

SDA Support

HB18-1039 - Change Date Of Regular Special District Elections
Currently, regular special district elections are held on the Tuesday immediately succeeding the �rst Monday of May in every even-numbered year. Commencing
in 2023, the bill moves such elections to the Tuesday following the �rst Monday of May in odd-numbered years.

In order to implement the new date on which regular special district elections will be held, section 4 of the bill provides that the directors elected at the special
district elections held in 2020 and 2022 will serve 3-year terms.

Section 5 makes a conforming amendment to the 'Rail District Act of 1982', which uses the same election schedule as provided for special district directors. 
(Note: This summary applies to this bill as introduced.)

House:
Ransom (R)

Senate:
Gardner (R)

Active
01/31/2018 -
House
Committee on
State, Veterans,
& Military A�airs
Refer
Unamended to
House
Committee of the
Whole 
01/10/2018 -
Introduced In
House - Assigned
to State,
Veterans, &
Military A�airs 

2 HB18-1040 - Inmate Treatment Incentive Plans
Legislative Oversight Committee Concerning the Treatment of Persons with Mental Health Disorders in the Criminal and Juvenile Justice Systems. The bill requires
the department of corrections to institute an incentive plan to contract for more mental health professionals in di�cult-to-serve geographic areas if the number
of inmates who need a treatment or service in the area exceeds the number of available spaces by 20%. 
(Note: This summary applies to this bill as introduced.)

House:
Benavidez (D)

Senate:
Fields (D)

Active
01/10/2018 -
Introduced In
House - Assigned
to Judiciary +
Appropriations 

http://www.legispeak.com/Principal/health-district-n-larimer-county/sb18-153
http://www.legispeak.com/Principal/health-district-n-larimer-county/hb18-1001
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2 HB18-1044 - Colorado Children's Trust Fund Act
The bill amends current statutory language in the 'Colorado Children's Trust Fund Act' to place a greater priority on preventing child maltreatment fatalities and
continuing to prevent child maltreatment. This includes reducing the occurrence of prenatal drug exposure and drug endangerment and reducing the occurrence
of other adverse childhood experiences.

The current membership of the Colorado children's trust fund board (board) is increased from 9 members to 21 members, to re�ect a broader approach to child
maltreatment prevention issues.

Duties and powers of the board are expanded to include:

Advising and making recommendations to the governor, state agencies, and other entities concerning child maltreatment prevention;

Developing strategies and monitoring e�orts to decrease incidences of child maltreatment, child maltreatment fatalities, and other adverse childhood
experiences; and

Monitoring and implementing, as appropriate, the ongoing development and implementation of programs and factors that a�ect work in the area of
childhood maltreatment.

The bill expands the accepted uses for grants from the Colorado children's trust fund to include programs working to reduce the incidence of child maltreatment
fatalities, child maltreatment, and other adverse childhood experiences.

The repeal date for the act is extended from July 1, 2022, to July 1, 2023.

(Note: This summary applies to the reengrossed version of this bill as introduced in the second house.)

House:
Kraft-Tharp (D)

Senate:
Priola (R)

Active
01/30/2018 -
House Third
Reading Passed -
No Amendments 
01/29/2018 -
House Second
Reading Passed
with
Amendments -
Floor 
01/26/2018 -
House Second
Reading Laid
Over to
01/29/2018 - No
Amendments

2 HB18-1071 - Regulate Oil Gas Operations Protect Public Safety
Current law declares that it is in the public interest to '[f]oster the responsible, balanced development, production, and utilization of the natural resources of oil
and gas in the state of Colorado in a manner consistent with protection of public health, safety, and welfare, including protection of the environment and wildlife
resources'. The Colorado court of appeals, in Martinez v. Colo. Oil & Gas Conservation Comm'n , 2017 COA 37, has construed this language to mean that oil and
gas development is not balanced with the protection of public health, safety, and welfare, including protection of the environment and wildlife resources. Rather,
that development must occur in a manner consistent with such protection.

The bill codi�es the result reached in Martinez . 
(Note: This summary applies to this bill as introduced.)

House:
Salazar (D)

Senate:

Active
01/10/2018 -
Introduced In
House - Assigned
to Health,
Insurance, &
Environment 

2 HB18-1086 - Community College Bachelor Science Degree Nursing
The bill allows a community college that is part of the state system of community and technical colleges to o�er a bachelor of science degree in nursing.

(Note: This summary applies to this bill as introduced.)

House:
Buckner (D)
Lundeen (R)

Senate:
Aguilar (D)
Neville (R)

Active
01/18/2018 -
Introduced In
House - Assigned
to Health,
Insurance, &
Environment 

2 HB18-1112 - Pharmacist Health Care Services Coverage
The bill requires a health bene�t plan to provide coverage for health care services provided by a pharmacist if:

The services are provided within a health professional shortage area; and

The health bene�t plan provides coverage for the same services provided by a licensed physician or advanced practice nurse. 
(Note: This summary applies to this bill as introduced.)

House:
Becker (R)
Esgar (D)

Senate:
Crowder (R)

Active
01/19/2018 -
Introduced In
House - Assigned
to Health,
Insurance, &
Environment 

http://www.legispeak.com/Principal/health-district-n-larimer-county/hb18-1044
http://www.legispeak.com/Principal/health-district-n-larimer-county/hb18-1071
http://www.legispeak.com/Principal/health-district-n-larimer-county/hb18-1086
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Summary Sponsors Status

2 HB18-1114 - Require License Practice Genetic Counseling
The bill enacts the 'Genetic Counselor Licensure Act'. On and after June 1, 2019, a person cannot practice genetic counseling without being licensed by the
director of the division of professions and occupations in the department of regulatory agencies. To be licensed, a person must have graduated with an
appropriate genetic counseling degree and have been certi�ed by a national body, except that the director:

May issue a provisional license to a candidate for certi�cation pursuant to requirements established by rule; and

Shall license a genetic counselor who graduated from a Colorado genetic counseling training program, has at least 15 years of experience, and provides at
least 3 letters of recommendation.

The bill gives title protection to genetic counselors and standard licensing, rule-making, and disciplinary powers to the director. Genetic counselors must have
insurance unless the director, by rule, �nds that insurance is not reasonably available. The bill repeals the act on September 1, 2022. Genetic counselors are
subject to the mandatory disclosures of the 'Michael Skolnik Medical Transparency Act of 2010'.

(Note: This summary applies to this bill as introduced.)

House:
Ginal (D)
Buckner (D)

Senate:
Todd (D)

Active
01/19/2018 -
Introduced In
House - Assigned
to Health,
Insurance, &
Environment 

2 HB18-1118 - Create Health Care Legislative Review Committee
The bill recreates the former health care task force, renamed as the health care legislative review committee, to study health care issues that a�ect Colorado
residents throughout the state. The committee consists of the members of the house of representatives committees on health, insurance, and environment and
on public health care and human services and the senate committee on health and human services. The committee is permitted to meet up to 6 times during the
interim between legislative sessions, including 2 �eld trips, and as necessary when the general assembly is convened in a legislative session. The committee may
recommend up to 5 bills per year, and bills recommended by the committee are exempt from bill limitations imposed under the joint rules of the general
assembly. 
(Note: This summary applies to this bill as introduced.)

House:
Ginal (D)
Beckman (R)

Senate:
Crowder (R)
Aguilar (D)

Active
01/19/2018 -
Introduced In
House - Assigned
to Health,
Insurance, &
Environment 

2 HB18-1148 - Stage Four Advanced Metastatic Cancer Step Therapy
The bill prohibits a carrier that issues a health bene�t plan that covers treatment for stage four advanced metastatic cancer from requiring a cancer patient to
undergo step therapy prior to receiving a drug approved by the United States food and drug administration if use of the approved drug is consistent with best
practices for treatment of the cancer. 
(Note: This summary applies to this bill as introduced.)

House:
Michaelson
Jenet (D)

Senate:
Crowder (R)

Active
01/31/2018 -
Introduced In
House - Assigned
to Public Health
Care & Human
Services 

2 HB18-1162 - Supplemental Appropriation - Department Of Human Services
Summary in Progress

House:
Hamner (D)

Senate:
Lambert (R)

Active
02/02/2018 -
Introduced In
House - Assigned
to
Appropriations 

http://www.legispeak.com/Principal/health-district-n-larimer-county/hb18-1114
http://www.legispeak.com/Principal/health-district-n-larimer-county/hb18-1118
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2 HB18-1207 - Hospital Financial Transparency Measures
The bill requires the department of health care policy and �nancing (department), in consultation with the Colorado healthcare a�ordability and sustainability
enterprise board, to develop and prepare an annual report detailing uncompensated hospital costs and the di�erent categories of expenditures made by general
hospitals in the state (hospital expenditure report). In compiling the hospital expenditure report, the department shall use publicly available data sources
whenever possible. Each general hospital in the state is required to make available to the department certain information, including:

Hospital cost reports submitted to the federal centers for medicare and medicaid services;

Annual audited �nancial statements; except that, if a hospital is part of a consolidated or combined group, the hospital may submit a consolidated or
combined �nancial statement if the group's statement separately identi�es the information for each of the group's licensed hospitals;

Utilization and sta�ng information and standard units of measure; and

Information accessed through a secure, online data collection and reporting system that provides a central location for the collection and analysis of
hospital utilization and �nancial data.

The hospital expenditure report must include, but not be limited to: A description of the methods of analysis and de�nitions of report components by
payer group;

Uncompensated care costs by payer group; and

The percentage that di�erent categories of expenses contribute to overall expenses of hospitals.

The department is required to submit the hospital expenditure report to the governor, speci�ed committees of the general assembly, and the medical services
board in the department. The department is also directed to post the hospital expenditure report on the department's website.

House:
Kennedy ()
Rankin (R)

Senate:
Smallwood (R)
Moreno (D)

Active
02/05/2018 -
Introduced In
House - Assigned
to Health,
Insurance, &
Environment 

2 SB18-006 - Recording Fee To Fund Attainable Housing
Currently, each county clerk and recorder collects a surcharge of one dollar for each document received for recording or �ling in his or her o�ce. The surcharge is
in addition to any other fees permitted by statute. Section 2 of the bill allows counties to impose an increased surcharge in the amount of $5 for documents
received for recording or �ling on or after January 1, 2019.

In a county that has elected to collect the increased surcharge of $5, out of each $5 collected, the bill requires the clerk to retain one dollar to be used to defray
the costs of an electronic or core �ling system in accordance with existing law. The bill requires the clerk to transmit the other $4 collected to the state treasurer,
who is to credit the same to the statewide attainable housing investment fund (fund).

Section 3 creates the fund in the Colorado housing and �nance authority (authority). The bill speci�es the source of money to be deposited into the fund and that
the authority is to administer the fund. The bill directs that, of the money transmitted to the fund by the state treasurer, on an annual basis, not less than 25% of
such amount must be expended for the purpose of supporting new or existing programs that provide �nancial assistance to persons in households with an
income of up to 80% of the area median income for the purpose of allowing such persons to �nance, purchase, or rehabilitate single family residential homes as
well as to provide �nancial assistance to any nonpro�t entity and political subdivision that makes loans to persons in such households to enable such persons to
�nance, purchase, or rehabilitate single family residential homes.

Section 3 also requires the authority to submit a report, no later than June 1 of each year, specifying the use of the fund during the prior calendar year to the
governor and to the senate and house �nance committees.

(Note: This summary applies to this bill as introduced.)

House:
Winter (D)

Senate:
Zenzinger (D)

Active
01/31/2018 -
Senate
Committee on
State, Veterans,
& Military A�airs
Witness
Testimony
and/or
Committee
Discussion Only 
01/10/2018 -
Introduced In
Senate -
Assigned to
State, Veterans,
& Military A�airs 

2 SB18-013 - Expand Child Nutrition School Lunch Protection Act
Current law creates an annual appropriation to provide lunches at no charge to children in state-subsidized early childhood education programs administered by
public schools or in kindergarten through �fth grade who would otherwise have to pay for a reduced-price lunch.

The bill extends the grade of eligibility to eighth grade in schools that elect to participate in the expanded program.

The bill authorizes an annual appropriation, including a cap on the amount of the annual appropriation, to cover the expanded grades of eligible children.

(Note: This summary applies to this bill as introduced.)

House:
Michaelson
Jenet (D)

Senate:
Gardner (R)
Fields (D)

Active
01/25/2018 -
Senate
Committee on
Education Refer
Unamended to
Appropriations 
01/10/2018 -
Introduced In
Senate -
Assigned to
Education 

http://www.legispeak.com/Principal/health-district-n-larimer-county/hb18-1207
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Priority /
Position

Summary Sponsors Status

2 SB18-018 - Colorado Commission On Criminal And Juvenile Justice Criminal Sentencing Study
Sentencing in the Criminal Justice System Interim Study Committee. The bill directs the Colorado commission on criminal and juvenile justice (commission) to
contract for a study of the most e�ective criminal sentencing practices available. The commission must establish an advisory committee to review the study and
make recommendations regarding changes to the Colorado sentencing scheme based on the study. 
(Note: This summary applies to this bill as introduced.)

House:
Senate:

Kagan (D)

Active
01/22/2018 -
Senate
Committee on
Judiciary Refer
Amended to
Appropriations 
01/10/2018 -
Introduced In
Senate -
Assigned to
Judiciary 

2 SB18-020 - Registered Psychotherapists Auricular Acudetox
Current law allows licensed mental health care professionals and level III certi�ed addiction counselors who have documented that they have undergone
auricular acudetox training to perform auricular acudetox. The bill allows registered psychotherapists who have documented that they have undergone the same
training requirements to also perform auricular acudetox.

(Note: This summary applies to this bill as introduced.)

House:
Esgar (D)

Senate:
Garcia (D)

Active
01/26/2018 -
Introduced In
House - Assigned
to Health,
Insurance, &
Environment 
01/24/2018 -
Senate Third
Reading Passed -
No Amendments 
01/23/2018 -
Senate Second
Reading Passed -
No Amendments

2 SB18-023 - Promote O�-label Use Pharmaceutical Products
The bill allows a pharmaceutical manufacturer or its representative to promote the o�-label use of a prescription drug, biological product, or device approved by
the United States food and drug administration.

(Note: This summary applies to this bill as introduced.)

House:
Ginal (D)

Senate:

Active
01/10/2018 -
Introduced In
Senate -
Assigned to
Health & Human
Services 

2 SB18-048 - Protect Act Local Government Authority Oil & Gas Facilities
Section 1 of the bill speci�es that the short title of the act is the 'Protect Act'.

Current law speci�es that local governments have powers, commonly called 'House Bill 1041' powers, which are a type of land use authority, over oil and gas
mineral extraction areas only if the Colorado oil and gas conservation commission has designated a speci�c area as an area of state interest; sections 3 and 4
repeal that limitation.

Section 5 includes speci�c authority to regulate the siting of oil and gas facilities in counties' existing land use authority. Section 6 makes the same changes with
regard to municipalities' existing land use authority.

Sections 7 and 8 specify that the Colorado oil and gas conservation commission's authority to regulate oil and gas operations, including the siting of oil and gas
facilities, does not exempt an oil and gas facility from a local government's siting authority and that an oil and gas operator must ensure that the location of an oil
and gas facility complies with city, town, county, or city and county siting regulations.

Sections 5, 6, and 8 specify that, notwithstanding any other provision of law, the governing body of a municipality and a board of county commissioners may, in
order to protect the public safety, health, and welfare of the citizens of the local government, plan, zone, and refuse to allow oil and gas operations.

(Note: This summary applies to this bill as introduced.)

House:
Foote (D)

Senate:
Jones (D)

Active
01/29/2018 -
Senate
Committee on
State, Veterans,
& Military A�airs
Postpone
Inde�nitely 
01/10/2018 -
Introduced In
Senate -
Assigned to
State, Veterans,
& Military A�airs 
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2 SB18-050 - Free-standing Emergency Facility As Safe Haven
The bill expands Colorado's safe haven laws to include sta� members of community clinic emergency centers as persons allowed to take temporary physical
custody of infants 72 hours old or younger when the infant is voluntarily surrendered by its parent or parents.

(Note: This summary applies to the reengrossed version of this bill as introduced in the second house.)

House:
Catlin (R)
Coleman (D)

Senate:
Smallwood (R)

Active
01/26/2018 -
Introduced In
House - Assigned
to Health,
Insurance, &
Environment 
01/23/2018 -
Senate Third
Reading Passed -
No Amendments 
01/22/2018 -
Senate Second
Reading Passed
with
Amendments -
Committee, Floor

2 SB18-054 - Cap Fee Increases Assisted Living Residences
Under current law, the state board of health (board) is authorized to establish a schedule of fees for health facilities, including assisted living residences, which
fees must be su�cient to meet the department of public health and environment's direct and indirect costs in regulating health facilities. With regard to most
department-regulated health facilities, the board cannot increase fees by more than the in�ation rate. However, the in�ation rate limitation does not apply to the
fees assessed by the department against assisted living residences.

Starting August 1, 2019, the bill imposes the in�ation rate limitation on fees assessed against assisted living residences.

(Note: This summary applies to the reengrossed version of this bill as introduced in the second house.)

House:
Liston (R)

Senate:
Crowder (R)

Active
01/30/2018 -
Senate Third
Reading Passed -
No Amendments 
01/29/2018 -
Senate Second
Reading Passed
with
Amendments -
Committee 
01/24/2018 -
Senate
Committee on
Health & Human
Services Refer
Amended to
Senate
Committee of the
Whole
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2 SB18-071 - Extend Substance Abuse Trend And Response Task Force
The state substance abuse trend and response task force is scheduled to be repealed e�ective July 1, 2018. The bill extends the repeal for 10 years to September
1, 2028.

(Note: This summary applies to this bill as introduced.)

House:
Esgar (D)

Senate:
Crowder (R)

Active
01/31/2018 -
Senate Second
Reading Referred
to
Appropriations -
No Amendments 
01/25/2018 -
Senate
Committee on
Health & Human
Services Refer
Amended to
Senate
Committee of the
Whole 
01/12/2018 -
Introduced In
Senate -
Assigned to
Health & Human
Services

2 SB18-155 - Hospital Community Bene�ts Reporting Requirements
The bill requires hospitals, other than critical access hospitals, that are exempt from state or local taxes to report information about the tax bene�ts they receive
and the community bene�ts they provide. The bill creates a hospital community bene�ts advisory council within the department of health care policy and
�nancing to accept and analyze hospital reports. The executive director of the department is required to adopt rules, in consultation with the advisory council,
specifying when hospitals are to submit the reports, the form and manner of reporting the required data, the categories of community bene�ts they provide and
the services that constitute a community bene�t, and related matters.

Upon analyzing hospital data, the advisory council is to:

Make recommendations to the executive director regarding any modi�cations needed to the hospital reporting requirements as speci�ed in rules; and

Provide annual reports to speci�ed legislative committees regarding the hospital data and any legislative recommendations.

The advisory council and hospital reporting requirements are subject to sunset review in 2021, with repeal of the advisory council and hospital reporting
requirements scheduled for September 1, 2022.

(Note: This summary applies to this bill as introduced.)

House:
Pettersen (D)

Senate:
Aguilar (D)

Active
01/29/2018 -
Introduced In
Senate -
Assigned to
State, Veterans,
& Military A�airs 
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Date:  February 12, 2018 
 
Staff: Alyson Williams 

 

POLICY ANALYSIS 
PREPARED FOR THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

 
 

DRUG PRICE TRANSPARENCY 
Forthcoming legislation concerning prescription drug price transparency  

Details 

Bill Sponsors:  House – Ginal (D) and Jackson (D) 
Senate – None Yet 

Committee:  TBD  
Next Action:   To be introduced on or around March 1, 2018. 

 
Bill Summary 

This bill enacts new reporting requirements on both health insurers and prescription drug manufacturers.  
Health insurers must provide the Division of Insurance (DOI) with information regarding the prescription 
drugs that were covered by the insurer.  The manufacturers must notify purchasers regarding increases in 
the wholesale acquisition cost (WAC) of prescription drugs and specialty drugs coming to the commercial 
market.1  Furthermore, a manufacturer must provide a report, with defined content, to the DOI each quarter 
regarding the notifications to purchasers that the manufacturer was required to make.  The information 
received in this report is mandated to be posted by the DOI to the department’s website.  The DOI, or 
contractor, is to analyze the data received from both the insurers and manufacturers to determine the effect 
of prescription drug costs on premiums.  The analysis should be compiled, posted on the DOI website, and 
reported to the relevant committees of the General Assembly.  If a manufacturer does not comply, the DOI is 
to report violations to the state board of pharmacy, which has specified penalties to enact. 
 

Background 

The Challenge of Rising Costs of Prescription Drugs 
According to the Colorado Health Institute’s (CHI) 2017 Colorado Health Access Survey, 10.7 percent of 
Coloradans cite the cost of prescription drugs as reason for not filling the medicines they are prescribed.2  In 
the 2016 Community Health Survey conducted by the Health District of Northern Larimer County, it was 
found that 9 percent of residents within the Health District had been unable to have a prescription filled 
because they could not afford it during the preceding 2 years.  This rate is higher among  those who reported 
being uninsured (28%).  Another study by CHI found that in 2015 the median out-of-pocket expenditures on 
prescription drugs was $149.3 
 
An analysis by IQVIA found that the increase in spending on drugs during 2016 was mainly driven by new 
brands and price increases for those drugs that are still under patent protection.4  Additionally, specialty 
drugs repeatedly been found to be a driver of pharmaceutical spending.4 One such specialty drug that has 
been in the forefront since its introduction to the market in 2014 is the brand-name drug Harvoni, which is 
used to treat Hepatitis C.  The cost of this drug has captured headlines since a course of therapy runs in the 
tens of thousands of dollars and is exponentially more expensive in the U.S. market than in other countries.4 

 

                                                           
1 A specialty drug treats a complex condition, treats a rare disease, has enhanced storage or shipping requirements, or is not stocked at a majority of 
retail pharmacy. 
2 Colorado Health Institute (2017). Colorado’s New Normal: Findings from the 2017 Colorado Health Access Survey. Retrieved from 
https://www.coloradohealthinstitute.org/sites/default/files/file_attachments/2017%20CHAS%20DESIGN%20FINAL%20for%20Web.pdf  
3 Colorado Health Institute (2016). Sticker Shock: Prescription Drug Affordability in Colorado. Retrieved from 
https://www.coloradohealthinstitute.org/research/sticker-shock-prescription-drug-affordability-colorado  
4 Kamal, R., & Cox, C. (2017). Peterson-Kaiser Health Systems Tracker. What are the recent and forecasted trends in prescription drug spending? 
Retrieved from https://www.healthsystemtracker.org/chart-collection/recent-forecasted-trends-prescription-drug-spending/#item-growth-
prescription-spending-slowed-2016-increasing-rapidly-2014-2015_2017.  

https://www.coloradohealthinstitute.org/sites/default/files/file_attachments/2017%20CHAS%20DESIGN%20FINAL%20for%20Web.pdf
https://www.coloradohealthinstitute.org/research/sticker-shock-prescription-drug-affordability-colorado
https://www.healthsystemtracker.org/chart-collection/recent-forecasted-trends-prescription-drug-spending/#item-growth-prescription-spending-slowed-2016-increasing-rapidly-2014-2015_2017
https://www.healthsystemtracker.org/chart-collection/recent-forecasted-trends-prescription-drug-spending/#item-growth-prescription-spending-slowed-2016-increasing-rapidly-2014-2015_2017
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Prices of individual drugs have been high and/or increasing over the last decade and the cost of these drugs 
as a whole have been encompassing a greater share of health care costs and the country’s GDP.5 

 
 
As the increase of prices of established drugs and the introduction of high cost drugs continues to make 
headlines in the U.S., the consumers are beginning to take more notice.  The graphic below delineates how 
the public believes these prices should be lowered.  
 

                                                           
5 Olson, P. & Sheiner, L. (Apr. 16 2017). Brookings Institution. The Hutchins Center Explains: Prescription drug pricing. Received from 
https://www.brookings.edu/blog/up-front/2017/04/26/the-hutchins-center-explains-prescription-drug-spending/.  

https://www.brookings.edu/blog/up-front/2017/04/26/the-hutchins-center-explains-prescription-drug-spending/
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Prescription Drug Pricing 

The distribution of pharmaceutical drugs is a chain of different buyers and sellers.6  This chain can include 
manufacturers, wholesalers, retail pharmacies, direct service pharmacies, pharmacy benefits managers 
(PBMs), and the actual consumer.  A PBM negotiates the price paid to a pharmacy for a specific product on 
behalf of an insurer.   
  
There are a variety of factors that influence the pricing of prescription drugs.7  First, manufacturers are 
hoping to recoup their spending not only on the production of the drug, but also on the research and 
development of the drug.  Secondly, the amount of competition for the product is taken into account.  When 
pricing the drug for consumer purchase, the bargaining power of the purchaser is taken into account and the 
demand from the consumers themselves.  The typical marketing budget for a product is approximately a 
third of total revenue, so the projected cost of the marketing campaign will be taken into account.  Finally, 
the cost of labor to manufacture the drug will affect the price; the location of manufacturing dictates overall 
labor costs.  
 
The simplest model to explain the different prices in the chain (of a very complex system) includes the route 
from manufacturer to wholesaler, to the pharmacy, then ultimately to the patient.7  The price that the 
manufacturer sets is known as the wholesale acquisition cost (WAC).  The WAC is publicly available from 
pricing services like Redbook or MediSpan.  However, the WAC is not necessarily the price paid to the 
manufacturers by wholesalers. The average manufacturer price (AMP) is the actual average price paid to the 
manufacturer by wholesalers for drugs that will be distributed to retail pharmacies.  The AMP is a 
confidential price.  The average wholesale price (AWP) is a publicly availablebenchmark for pricing and 
reimbursement by both public and private payers.  The AWP is not a representation of actual market prices 
but rather a “sticker price” that is more elevated that what is actually paid.  The pharmacy discount price 
(PDP) is the price paid to the pharmacy by a program.  What the patient actually pays is determined by the 
insurer or, if uninsured, the pharmacy, and typically includes an additional dispensing fee.  The dispensing 
fee is a charge for the pharmacist’s services. 

 
Other States’ Legislation 

Recently many policymakers in state legislatures have introduced measures aimed at increasing the 
transparency of the cost of prescription drugs.  These efforts have varied in their target within the chain (i.e. 

                                                           
6 National Health Policy Forum. (Aug 29, 2005). Issue Brief #807: One Pill, Many Prices: Variation in Prescription Drug Prices in Selected Government 
Programs. Retrieved from http://www.nhpf.org/library/issue-briefs/IB807_DrugPricing_08-29-05.pdf.  
7 Espinosa, J. (2016). Lecture on Setting Prescription Drug Prices, George Washington University, Washington DC. 

http://www.nhpf.org/library/issue-briefs/IB807_DrugPricing_08-29-05.pdf
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manufacturer or PBM).  In California Senate Bill 17 (SB 17) was passed in October 2017, which generally 
mandates similar reporting requirements as this legislation.8  The California law requires manufacturers to 
notify purchasers and explain the rationale if they raise prices more than 16 percent in a 2 year period if the 
WAC is over $40.  The law penalizes noncompliant manufacturers with a civil penalty of $1,000 per day.  
Furthermore, when a PBM receives the notice of the price increase, they must notify clients if the plan has 
more than 500 beneficiaries.  Insurers must report the 25 most frequently prescribed drugs, most costly 
drugs, and drugs with the most increases on a year-to-year basis.   
 
During the debate in the California’s legislature, the industry’s main association, Pharmaceutical Research 
and Manufacturers of America (PhRMA),worked hard to defeat SB 17; they hired 45 firms and spent over 
$16.8 million lobbying activities.9  After the bill’s passage, PhRMA changed its approach; on December 8, 
2017, it filed for declaratory and injunctive relief in a U.S. District Court.  The filing claims that the law 
violates the Dormant Commerce Clause, the First Amendment, and the Fourteenth Amendment’s Due 
Process Clause.10  No decision has been reached yet in that case. 

  
This Legislation 

The Colorado bill would require that insurers   include certain measures in their annual health care cost 
report starting on June 1, 2019.  For all covered drugs used in an outpatient setting, health insurers must 
report the 25 most frequently prescribed drugs, most costly drugs by total annual plan spending, and the 
drugs with the highest increase in plan spending compared to the immediately preceding year.  This 
information is to remain confidential, but will be analyzed by the DOI or a third-party for the report 
mandated below.   
 
Starting on July 1, 2018, a manufacturer with a drug whose WAC is more than $40 for a course of therapy 
must notify, in writing, all of its purchasers if the WAC is to increase more than 10 percent.  This notification 
must be done 90 days prior to the actual increase and include the amount of the increase (in dollars), the 
cumulative increase over the past 2 years, the date of the increase, the current WAC, a statement about 
whether a change or improvement in the formulation in the drug requires an increase, and what the change 
was (if applicable).  Manufacturers also have to notify purchasers if they are introducing a new specialty drug 
to the market within three days after its release.  To aid in the notification of purchasers, the DOI should 
make a list of the purchasers. 
 
Manufacturers must also report to the DOI within 15 days of the end of quarter certain information 
regarding any notifications of purchasers that occurred in that quarter.  For notifications due to a WAC 
increase, the manufacturer must report descriptions of the factors (i.e. off-label use, changes in federal 
policy, cost of current treatments, etc.) that were utilized in the decision, a schedule of WAC increases in the 
past 5 years, gross revenues from sales in Colorado, and, as applicable, other specified details about the type 
of drug and previous drug ownership.  For specialty drug notifications, the manufacturer must describe the 
marketing and pricing plan for the drug’s launch, the estimated amount of patients that may be prescribed 
the drug for its approved use, whether drug was given special designations by the federal government during 
the review process, and the date of acquisition if they did not develop the drug.   
 

                                                           
8 California Legislative Information (2017).  Senate Bill No. 17. Retrieved from 
http://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billTextClient.xhtml?bill_id=201720180SB17  
9 Dembosky, A. (Oct. 10, 2017).National Public Radio. California Governor Signs Law to Make Drug Pricing More Transparent. Retrieved from 
https://www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2017/10/10/556896668/california-governor-signs-law-to-make-drug-pricing-more-transparent.  
10 Wolitz, R.E. (Jan. 6, 2018). Stanford Law School, Law and Biosciences Blog. Litigation Watch: California’s Drug Pricing Transparency Bill SB-17. 
Retrieved from https://law.stanford.edu/2018/01/06/litigation-watch-californias-drug-pricing-transparency-bill-sb-17/.  

http://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billTextClient.xhtml?bill_id=201720180SB17
https://www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2017/10/10/556896668/california-governor-signs-law-to-make-drug-pricing-more-transparent
https://law.stanford.edu/2018/01/06/litigation-watch-californias-drug-pricing-transparency-bill-sb-17/
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All of the mandated reporting must be posted by the DOI on its website within 30 days of receiving the 
information in a manner that the public can identify the drug the reporting is regarding.  Either the DOI or a 
third-party contractor must analyze and compile a report that delineates the effect of prescription drug costs 
on premiums.  The data should be de-identified as to not reveal specific insurers in the report.  This report is 
to be delivered to the relevant committees in the General Assembly starting in December 1, 2019.  The DOI 
is to adopt rules, with assistance from other relevant agencies, to implement this legislation.  
 
If a manufacturer violates the notification mandate or the required reporting to the DOI, the DOI can report 
the violations to the Colorado Board of Pharmacy.  The board can discipline any licensee or registrant that 
has violated the aforementioned mandates.  This disciplinary action can include a fine of at least $1,000 per 
day for each day the manufacturer does not comply with the mandate. 
 

Reasons to Support 

The advanced notice could inform and aid purchasers.  The notice could also provide assistance in scaling 
back potential WAC price increases, which tend to increase the prices down the line in the supply chain.  
Proponents claim that the notifications and reports could provide insight to policymakers in order to identify 
strategies to ensure the continued access to life-saving and life-improving pharmaceutical products at prices 
that are beneficial to consumers and manufacturers.  Furthermore, the public notice could create a public 
relations backlash or shame that the companies would respond to by not increasing the WACs as often or as 
dramatically.  Legislation such as this is considered to be a way for policymakers and the public to vent their 
frustrations with and continue to shine the spotlight on the pricing practices of the industry.  If this bill was 
to pass, proponents believe it would signal to the industry that they do not have power over the legislation 
that travels through state legislatures. 
 

Reasons to Oppose 

Some assert that the WAC transparency that is mandated by the bill is not effective as it is mandating 
transparency of something that is already transparent.  A drug’s WAC is already publicly available from 
manufacturers or services that track prices.  Furthermore, the mandate notifying purchasers of increases in 
WAC is not useful as it is not the list price of the drug.  Therefore, there could be an increase in the WAC but 
the PBMs or carriers may not pay more than they did previously.  Additionally, supporters claim that the 
advanced notice of the purchasers could help them push back against price increases but others claim that it 
is unknown what additional leverage the purchasers would have beyond the normal negotiating tactics they 
utilize to get receive rebates.  The bill could have negative consequences.  The advanced notice could allow 
wholesalers and distributors to buy up supplies of the drug at the lower price, and then after the price 
increase, sell the product for a large profit.  Additionally, economic studies have consistently demonstrated 
that advanced price notice of this kind facilities greater industry coordination.11  Industry coordination can 
lead to higher prices as the manufacturers can create a market average and not have low-lying outliers that 
sell the product at a lower price. 

 
Trade associations, PhRMA and Biotechnology Innovation Organization (BIO), have filed legal action in most 
of the states where similar bills have passed the legislature.  If this legislation is passed, a lawsuit is to be 
expected.  The cost of this action could require both monetary resources and staffing to defend the law in 
court. 
 
Some may say that this transparency reporting mandate would require additional resources for 
manufacturers.  

                                                           
11 Werden, G. (2004). Economic Evidence on the Existence of Collusion: Reconciling Antitrust Law with Oligopoly Theory. Antitrust Law Journal, 71(3), 
719-800. Retrieved from http://www.jstor.org/stable/40843604 
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About this Document 

This analysis was prepared by Health District of Northern Larimer County staff to assist the Health District Board of 
Directors in determining whether to take an official stand on various health-related issues. The Health District is a 
special district of the northern two-thirds of Larimer County, Colorado, supported by local property tax dollars and 
governed by a publicly elected five-member board. The Health District provides medical, mental health, dental, 
preventive and health planning services to the communities it serves. For more information about this summary or the 
Health District, please contact Alyson Williams, Policy Coordinator, at (970) 224-5209, or e-mail at 
awilliams@healthdistrict.org. 



For more information: 
Caitlin Westerson | (303) 839-1261 | cwesterson@cohealthinitiative.org                 Last updated 1/29/18 

Prescription Drug Price Transparency  
 
The cost of prescription drugs continues to skyrocket for health care consumers, contributing to both out-
of-pocket spending and premium increases. Drug companies can increase prices whenever they want and 
however much they want, while consumers are left on the hook to pay—or forgo their life-changing 
medications. Prescription drug price transparency efforts should include:  
 

 Advance notice when drug companies are planning large price increases, to give carriers and 
consumers time to plan and budget.  

 Drug companies reporting when they plan to increase the price of a drug above a certain 
threshold, to provide a clear explanation and justification for what is driving the price increases.  

 Carriers reporting on the prescription drugs that are most costly, helping Colorado understand 
how prescription drugs are contributing to premium rate hikes.  
 

Increased transparency for prescription drugs will help Coloradans understand the full picture of what’s 
driving prescription drug costs, as well as provide an explanation for health care consumers and employers 
for the unexpected price increases they experience on a daily basis.  
 
The undersigned organizations support Drug Price Transparency, increasing transparency through 

advance notice to and public information for Coloradans. 
 

Supporting Organizations 
9to5 Colorado  
American Academy of Pediatrics, Colorado Chapter 
Anthem Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
Bent County Public Health  
Center for Health Progress 
Colorado Association of Local Public Health Officials  
Colorado Center on Law and Policy 
Colorado Coalition for the Homeless 
Colorado’s Community Safety Net Clinics 
Colorado Consumer Health Initiative 
Colorado Fiscal Institute 
Colorado Mental Wellness Network 
Colorado Organization for Latina Opportunity and Reproductive Rights 
Colorado Public Interest Research Group  
Colorado Senior Lobby 
Eagle County Board of Commissioners 
Healthier Colorado  
Kaiser Permanente Colorado  
NARAL 
National Association of Social Workers, Colorado Chapter 
National Hemophilia Foundation, Colorado Chapter 
National MS Society, Colorado-Wyoming Chapter  
One Colorado Education Fund 
Patients for Affordable Drugs 
Planned Parenthood of the Rocky Mountains 
The Bell Policy Center  
UFCW Local 7 
UNITE HERE Local 23 Denver
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SB18-146 FREESTANDING EMERGENCY DEPARTMENTS REQUIRED CONSUMER NOTICES 
Concerning a requirement that a freestanding emergency department inform a person who is 

seeking medical treatment about the health care options that are available to the person 
Details 

Bill Sponsors:  Senate – Kefalas (D) and Smallwood (R), Martinez Humenik (R), Aguilar (D), Coram (R), 
Crowder (R), Donovan (D), Garcia (D), Gardner (R), Jahn (I), Moreno (D), Tate (R), Todd 
(D), Williams A. (D) 
House – Sias (R) and Singer (D), Hansen (D), Kennedy (D) 

Committee:  Senate Committee on Health and Human Services 
Bill History:  1/29/2018- Introduced in Senate- Assigned to Health and Human Services  
Next Action:   2/14/2018- Hearing in Senate Health and Human Services 

 
Bill Summary 

This bill requires a freestanding emergency department (FSED) to provide a person seeking treatment with a 
written statement of the patient’s rights, with the content that is dictated by the bill.  The FSED must post a 
sign regarding the public and private insurance it accepts as well as the chargemaster1 price for the 25 most 
common health services it provides.  After it has been determined that the individual does not have an 
emergency medical condition, the FSED must provide a written disclosure that includes the information from 
the sign as well as facility fee information and urging discussion between the patient and their insurer and/or 
the FSED’s financial services.  The information contained in this written disclosure must be posted on the 
FSED’s website.  Updates to the written and online disclosure must occur every 6 months and the 
information on the disclosure must be presented in a clear manner and in languages appropriate to the 
communities/patients it serves. 
 

Background 

FSEDs in Colorado 
FSEDs are emergency rooms (ER) that are not attached to hospitals, but which offer the same emergency 
services.  As a newer plank in the spectrum of health care, FSEDs are proliferating nationwide and almost 50 
are operating in Colorado, with approximately 36 in the metro region.2,3  Currently in Fort Collins, there is 
one FSED operated by UCHealth and another one planned by an out-of-state group of doctors.3 
 
When accessing care at an FSED an individual will be charged a facility fee.  Facility fees are fees traditionally 
charged at hospital ERs to cover the large overhead associated with being capable of handling the diverse 
situations that may present and to offset the hospital costs of covering non-paying or low-paying clients.4 
While some argue that freestanding ERs have capabilities similar to hospital ERs, some payers (and patients) 
question whether the facility fees are appropriate, as freestanding ERs have significantly different cost 
structures and some do not accept Medicaid or might refer those without private insurance to hospital ERs. 
 

                                                           
1 Defined as: a uniform schedule of charges represented by a health facility as the facility’s gross billed charge, or maximum charge that any patient 
will be billed, for a given health care service, regardless of payer and before any discounts or negotiations are applied. 
2 Colorado Hospital Association (Oct. 2016).  Colorado’s Freestanding Emergency Departments (FSED). Retrieved from 
https://www.colorado.gov/pacific/sites/default/files/FSED%20Overview%20-%20Oct%202016.pdf.  
3 Ferrier, P. (June 30, 2017). State of Emergency: Murky billing policies add to ER uncertainty. Retrieved from 
https://www.coloradoan.com/story/money/business/2017/06/30/state-emergency-murky-billing-policies-add-er-uncertainty/410511001/.  
4 Ayers, A.A. (n.d.), Dissecting the Cost of a Freestanding Emergency Department Visit. Retrieved from 
https://c.ymcdn.com/sites/ucaoa.site-ym.com/resource/resmgr/Alan_Ayers_Blog/UCAOA_Ayers_Blog_FSED_Pricin.pdf  

https://www.colorado.gov/pacific/sites/default/files/FSED%20Overview%20-%20Oct%202016.pdf
https://www.coloradoan.com/story/money/business/2017/06/30/state-emergency-murky-billing-policies-add-er-uncertainty/410511001/
https://c.ymcdn.com/sites/ucaoa.site-ym.com/resource/resmgr/Alan_Ayers_Blog/UCAOA_Ayers_Blog_FSED_Pricin.pdf
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Information from the Colorado All Payer Claims Database (APCD) demonstrates that in 2014 the average 
amount paid to treat a common health condition in a FSED was frequently more than what it would cost at 
an urgent care facility.5   

 
For patients, the distinction between FSEDs and other non-emergent care is not always readily apparent 
when seeking services. There have been reported cases of patients expressing great surprise at bills received 
following care at an FSED.6 

 
EMTALA 

The Emergency Medical Treatment and Labor Act (EMTALA) was passed in 1986 to ensure that patients have 
access to emergency services regardless of their ability to pay. The relevant portions of EMTALA impose on 
all Medicare participating hospitals specific responsibilities that apply to all patients. The three important 
provisions are, according to the American Academy of Emergency Medicine:7 
 

1. The hospital must provide an appropriate medical screening exam to anyone coming to the ER seeking 
medical care; 

2. For anyone that comes to the hospital and the hospital determines that the individual has an 
emergency medical condition, the hospital must treat and stabilize the emergency medical condition, 
or the hospital must transfer the individual; and 

3. A hospital must not transfer an individual with an emergency medical condition that has not been 
stabilized unless several conditions are met that includes effecting an appropriate transfer. 

 
The requirements of EMTALA only apply to hospitals that accept Medicare and would also likely apply to 
FSEDs that are associated with a hospital or hospital system. However, many freestanding ERs are 
independent facilities with no connection to hospitals and no need to comply with these EMTALA 
requirements.  The Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment (CDPHE) regulates both 

                                                           
5 Center for Improving Value in Health Care (2017).  Average Paid Amounts for Common Health Conditions Free-standing ER vs. Urgent Care Facility. 
Retrieved from http://www.civhc.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/Average-Paid-Amounts-for-Common-Health-Conditions-FSED-vs-Urgent-
Care.jpg.  
6 Olinger, D. (October 31, 2015). Confusion about free-standing ER brings Colorado mom $5,000 bill. Denver Post. Retrieved from 
http://www.denverpost.com/news/ci_29050451/confusion-about-free-standing-er-brings-colorado-mom  
7 American Academy of Emergency Medicine. Regulatory Resources: EMTALA. Accessed April 4, 2016 at: 
http://www.aaem.org/em-resources/regulatory-issues/emtala  

http://www.civhc.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/Average-Paid-Amounts-for-Common-Health-Conditions-FSED-vs-Urgent-Care.jpg
http://www.civhc.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/Average-Paid-Amounts-for-Common-Health-Conditions-FSED-vs-Urgent-Care.jpg
http://www.denverpost.com/news/ci_29050451/confusion-about-free-standing-er-brings-colorado-mom
http://www.aaem.org/em-resources/regulatory-issues/emtala
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hospital-affiliated and independent FSEDs with an EMTALA look-alike rule that mandates that these entities 
adhere to the core concept of the three provisions listed above.8 

 
This Legislation 

This bill requires a FSED, either hospital affiliated or independent, to provide a written statement of the 
patient’s rights, which must also be explained orally by a staff member.  The statement must include: 

 The FSED will screen and treat the individual regardless of ability to pay; 

 The individual has a right to ask questions about treatment options and costs and to receive prompt 
and reasonable responses; 

 The individual has a right to reject treatment; 

 The FSED encourages the individual to defer questions until after being screened for an emergency 
medical condition; and 

 The facility is an emergency medical facility that treats emergency medical conditions, and, for FSEDs 
that do not include an urgent care clinic on site, that the facility is not an urgent care center or 
primary care provider. 
 

A plainly visible sign must also be posted by the FSED in the registration/check-in area of the facility.  This 
sign must specify if the facility accepts patients enrolled in Medicaid, Medicare, the Children's Basic Health 
Plan (i.e. CHP+, Children’s Health Insurance Program), or TRICARE as well as health insurance plans in which 
the FSED is a participating provider.  The sign must include the price listed on the FSED's chargemaster or 
other fee schedule for the 25 most common health care services it provides. 
  
Once it is determined that the patient does not have an emergency medical condition, a FSED must provide a 
written disclosure that includes the information on the sign, plus the following components. First, it must 
include the facility fees that are attributable to the 25 most common health care services it provides.   The 
disclosure must have a statement specifying that the price listed on the chargemaster or fee schedule for 
any given health care service is the maximum charge that any patient will be billed and that the actual 
charge for a health care service may be lower based on health insurance benefits and the availability of 
discounts and financial assistance.  Finally, the following statement, or something substantially similar must 
be included: 
 

 If you are covered by health insurance, you are strongly encouraged to consult with your health 
insurer to determine accurate information about your financial responsibility for a particular 
nonemergency health care service provided at this freestanding emergency department.  If you are 
not covered by health insurance, you are strongly encouraged to contact (name and telephone 
number for facility’s financial services) to discuss payment options and the availability of financial 
assistance prior to receiving a nonemergency health care service from this freestanding emergency 
department.  

 
All of this information is to be presented in a clear and understandable manner as well as in languages 
appropriate for the community and patients served.  Furthermore, this information must be posted on the 
FSED’s website and both the written and online content must be updated every six months.  The state board 
of health is to develop and implement rules to enforce this legislation. 

 
 
 

                                                           
8 6 CCR 1011-1 Chapter 9 18.102(2) 
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Reasons to Support 

Providing patients with the statement that clearly delineates the facility as an emergency department may 
clarify that it is not an urgent care facility, which could provide an impetus for patients to seek the most 
appropriate care for their condition.  Accessing an urgent care or primary care provider when emergency 
care is not needed can save  money for patients and insurers.  When patients and insurers save money it also 
controls health care costs for all, high costs are borne not just by the individual but by the community as 
well.  Patients will know if the facility is an in-network provider with their insurance, which can eliminate 
surprise bills after care and discharge.  Even if the FSED is not in-network, the price disclosure mandate can 
provide patients with the maximum amount they may have to pay out of pocket for a common health care 
service.   

 
Supporters 

 Cigna 

 Center for Health Progress 

 Colorado Children’s Campaign 

 Colorado Community Health Network 

 Colorado Consumer Health Initiative 

 Colorado Organization for Latina 
Opportunity and Reproductive Rights 
(COLOR) 

 National Hemophilia Foundation, 
Colorado Chapter 

 One Colorado Education Fund 

 United Health Care/United Health Group 
 

Reasons to Oppose 

The signage required by the bill could be seen as an EMTALA and/or CDPHE regulation violation as the 
signage could discourage patients from screening for an emergent medical condition.  By posting the 
chargemaster price, the patient may be confused, since this price is the maximum price that can be charged 
for the service, not the actual price after insurance or financial assistance.  There are different routes to 
educating patients regarding where to access appropriate care.  As more private insurers have created 
reimbursement schedules for FSEDs this will structure and reduce costs to the consumer. 
 
Opponents 

 Colorado Hospital Association 
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